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notes for a talk given by:



Sƒaykƒ A. Noorudeen Durkee

under the auspices of the√Ahlu-l-Bayt Council



ﻛﺘ ﹺ

ﺐﰲ ﹸﻗ ﹸﻠ ﹺ ﹺ

ﻭﺡ ﹼﹺﻣ ﹾﻨ ﹸﻪ

ﺎﻥ ﹶﻭ ﹶﺃ ﱠﻳ ﹶﺪ ﹸﻫﻢﹺﺑ ﹸﺮ ﹴ

ﻮﲠ ﹸﻢ ﹾ ﹺﺍﻹ ﹶﳝ ﹶ

ﹶ ﹶ ﹶ

ﹺ

ﹺ

ﺍﻷ ﹾﳖﺎﺭﺧ ﹺﺎﻟ ﹺﺪ ﹺ

ﹺ ﹺ

ﹴ

ﺍﷲ ﹶﻋ ﹾﻨ ﹸﻬ ﹾﻢﻭﺭ ﹸﺿﻮﺍ ﹶﻋ ﹾﻨ ﹸﻪ

ﹶﻭ ﹸﻳ ﹾﺪﺧ ﹸﻠ ﹸﻬ ﹾﻢ ﹶﺟ ﱠﻨﺎﺕ ﹾ ﹶﲡ ﹺﺮﻱﻣﻦ ﹾ ﹶﲢﺘ ﹶﻬﺎ ﹾ ﹶ ﹶ ﹸ ﹶ

ﻳﻦﻓ ﹶﻴﻬﺎ ﹶﺭﺿ ﹶﻲ ﱠ ﹸ

ﹶ

ﹶ ﹶ



kataba fı qulübihimu-l-√ımna wa ayyadahum bi rü˛in minhu

wa yudåkƒiluhum jannatin tajårı min taƒtiha-l-anhru kƒlidına fıh

ra∂iya-llahu fianhum wa ra∂ü fianh

He has engraved faith on their very hearts

and has strengthened them with a Spirit of His own.

He will usher them into Gardens through which rivers flow

where they shall dwell forever.

Allh is well-pleased with them and they are well-pleased with Him.

(Sürah al-Mujadila 58:22)



When matters are entrusted to al-Mahdi e,

Allh u will raise the lowest part of the world for him,

and lower the highest places.

So much that he will see the whole world

as if in the palm of his hand.

Bihar al-Anwar: 5: 328
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ﹺ

ﹺ

ﻭ ﹶﻟﻘ ﹾﺪﻛﺘﺒﻨ ﹺﺎﰲﺍﻟﺰﺑ ﹺ

ﻮﻥ

ﻛ ﹺﺮ ﹶﺃ ﱠﻥ ﹾ ﹶ

ﻮﺭ ﹺﻣﻦ ﹶﺑ ﹾﻌ ﹺﺪﺍ ﹺ ﹼﻟﺬ ﹾ

ﺍﻷ ﹾﺭ ﹶﺽ ﹶﻳ ﹺﺮﺛ ﹶﹸﻬﺎﻋ ﹶﺒ ﹺﺎﺩ ﹶﻱﺍ ﱠﻟﺼ ﹸﺎﳊ ﹶ

ﱠﹸ

ﹶ ﹶ ﹶ ﹶﹾﹶ



wa laqadå katabn fi-z-zabüri min bafidi-dƒ-dƒikri

√anna-l-ar∂a yaritƒuh fiibdiya-ß-ßli˛ün

Before this We wrote in the Zabür (Psalms) after the Message

(given to Müs)

“My servants, the righteous, shall inherit the earth.”

(Süratu-al-Ambiy√ 21:105:23)



“Even if there remains only one day on earth, Allh u will prolong

it until He brings forth a pious man from among my progeny so that

He will fill the earth with justice and equity as it was filled with oppression and tyranny.” ∑a˛ı˛ al-Tirmidƒı, v2, p86, v9, pp 74-75

The Prophet a also said: “al-Mahdı is one of us, the members of

the household (Ahlul-Bayt).” Sunan Ibn Majah, v2, #4085

He a also said: “The Mahdı will be of my family, of the descendants of F†imah.” Sunan Abu Dawud, English version, Chapter 36,

˘adıtƒ #4271 (narrated by Umm Salma j, the wife of the Prophet

a) and Sunan√Ibn Majah, v2, ˘adıtƒ #4086

He a also said: “The Mahdı will appear in my √Ummah (community). He will appear for a minimum of 7 or a maximum of 9 years; at

that time, my √Ummah will experience a bountiful favor never before seen. It shall have a great abundance of food, of which it need

not save anything, and the wealth then will be in great quantities,

such that if a man asks al-Mahdi e to give him some, al-Mahdı e

will say: ‘Here! Take!’” Sunan Ibn Majah, Vol. 2, Tradition #5083

He a also said: “We (my family and I) are members of a household

that Allh u has chosen for them the life of the Hereafter over the

life of this world; and the members of my household (Ahlul-Bayt)

shall suffer a great affliction and they shall be forcefully expelled

from their homes after my death; then there will come people from

the East carrying black flags, and they will ask for some good to be

given to them, but they shall be refused service; as such, they will

wage war and emerge victorious, and will be offered that which

they desired in the first place, but they will refuse to accept it till a

man from my family (Ahlu-l-Bayt) appears to fill the Earth with

justice as it has been filled with corruption. So whoever reaches that

(time) ought to come to them even if crawling on the ice/snow since

among them is the (Kƒalifat-ullh) al-Mahdı.” Sunan Ibn Majah,

Vol. 2, Tradition #4082, The History (at-Tarikƒ) a†-‡abari



It is also narrated: “In the end of time, my √Ummah will undergo

very hard affliction like never before, so that man can not find any

way out. Then Allh will bring a person from my progeny, that is

my Ahlu-l-Bayt, who will fill the earth with justice as it was filled

with injustice. The inhabitants of the earth and the inhabitants of the

heaven love him. The sky will bring down its water everywhere and

the earth will bring all what it can offer and will become green all

over.” aß-∑a˛ihu-l-˘adıtƒ, by al-˘kim, as quoted in as-Saw√iq

al-Muhriqah, by Ibn Hajar al-Haythami, Ch. 11, section 1, p250

Furthermore it is narrated in ∑a˛ıh Muslim that: Jabir Ibn fiAbdillh

al-Ansari g said: I heard the Messenger of Allh a say: “A group

of my √Ummah will fight for the truth until near the day of judgment when fiIs, the son of Maryam, will descend, and the leader of

them will ask him to lead the prayer, but fiIs e will refuse, saying:

‘No, In Truth, Allh u has made among you leaders for others and

He has bestowed his bounty upon them.’” also Musnad Ahmad Ibn

Hanbal, v3, pp 45,384; Nuzül fiIs Ibn Maryam Akƒir az-Zaman, by

Jalaluddin al-Suyuti, p57

Ibn Abu Sƒaybah, the mentor of al-Bukƒarı and Muslim, has reported several traditions about √Imm al-Mahdı e. He has also reported

that the √Imm of the Muslims who will lead Prophet fiIs e in

prayer is √Imm al-Mahdı e himself.

Jalaluddin as-Suyuti mentioned: “I have heard some of the deniers

[of truth] deny what has been conveyed about fiIs e that when he

descends will pray the Fajr prayer behind al-Mahdı e. They say,

fiIs e has a higher status than to pray behind a non-Prophet. This

is a bizarre opinion since the issue of prayer of fiIs e behind alMahdı e has been proven strongly via numerous authentic traditions from the Messenger a, who is the most truthful.” And then alSuyuti goes on narrating some of the traditions in this regard. (See

Nuzül fiIs Ibn Maryam Akƒir az-Zaman, by Jalaluddin al-Suyuti, by

Jalaluddin al-Suyuti, p56).

Also al-Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani mentioned that: “The Mahdı

e is of this √Ummah, and fiIs e will come down and pray behind

him.” : Fat˛u-l-Barı, by Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani, v5, p362

This is also mentioned by another Sunni scholar, Ibn Hajar alHaytƒamı, who wrote: “The Ahlu-l-Bayt are like the stars through

whom we are guided in the right direction, and if the stars are taken

away (or hidden) we would come face to face with the signs of the

Almighty as promised (i.e., the Day of Resurrection).



“This will happen when the Mahdı e will come, as mentioned in

the traditions, and the Prophet fiIs e will say his prayers behind

him, the Dajjal will be slain, and then the signs of the Almighty will

appear one after another.” as-Saw√iq al-Muhriqah, by Ibn Hajar,

Ch. 11, section 1, p234

Also Ibn Hajar quoted Abu al-˘usayn al-Ajirı saying: “The traditions of al-Mustafa a on the rising of al-Mahdı e have been transmitted via numerous authorities and is more than the level of (being

sufficient for) mutawatir, describing that he is of his Ahlu-l-Bayt,

and will fill the earth with justice, and that fiIs e will come at the

same time and he will assist fiIs e in killing al-Dajjal in the land

of Palestine, and that he will lead this nation and fiIs e will pray

behind him. Abu al-Husain al-Ajiri as quoted in as-Saw√iq alMuhriqah, by Ibn Hajar, Ch. 11, section 1, p254
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ﹺ ﹺ

ﹺ

ﹺ

ﻮﻥ

ﻛﺎ ﹸﻧﻮﺍﹺﺑ ﹶﺂﻳﺎﺗ ﹶﻨﺎ ﹸﻳﻮﻗ ﹸﻨ ﹶ

ﹶﻭ ﹶﺟ ﹶﻌ ﹾﻠ ﹶﻨﺎﻣ ﹾﻨ ﹸﻬ ﹾﻢ ﹶﺃﺋ ﱠﻤ ﹰﺔ ﹶﻳ ﹾﻬ ﹸﺪ ﹶ

ﻭﻥﹺﺑ ﹶﺄ ﹾﻣ ﹺﺮ ﹶﻧ ﱠﺎ ﹶﳌﺎ ﹶﺻ ﹶ ﹸﱪﻭﺍ ﹶﻭ ﹶ



wa jafialn minhum √√immatan yahdüna bi-√amrin lamm ßabarü

waknü bi-√ytin yüqinün

And We appointed, from among them, leaders (√◊√imma) ,

giving guidance under Our command,

so long as they persevered with patience

and continued to have faith in Our Signs.

(Sürath Sajdah 32:24)



ﺑ ﹺﻘﻴﺖ ﹺ

ﺍﷲ ﹶﺧ ﹾﲑﱠﻟ ﹸﻜ ﹾﻢ ﹺﺇﻥ ﹸﻛ ﹸﻨﺘﻢ ﱡﻣ ﹾﺆ ﹺﻣ ﹺﻨﲔﻭﻣﺎ ﹶﺃ ﹶﻧﺎ ﹶﻋ ﹶﻠ ﹾﻴ ﹸﻜﻢ ﹺﲝ ﹺﻔ ﹴﻴﻆ

ﹶ ﱠ ﹸ ﱠ ﹲ

ﹶ

ﹶﹶﹶ



baqiyyatu-llhi khayrun lakum in kuntum mufiminına

wam an fialaykum bi-˛afıt∂ƒn

“What will remain for you with Allh is better if you are believers.

And I am not a guardian over you.”

(Sürath Hüd 11:86)



√Imm al-Mahdi e is NOT a prophet, and as such he will bring neither a new religion nor a new religious law. He does not cancel any

regulations set by the Prophet Mu˛ammad a, but he will renew

true √Islm based on the genuine Sunnah of the Prophet a.

However there are some authentic traditions which state that although √Imm al-Mahdi e does not bring any new law when he

comes, some people will insist he is bringing a new religion because

there are some Muslims who have strayed so far from √Islm they

do not recognize it when it is shown to them right before their eyes.



Those traditions further explain that it is as a result of many innovations brought by pseudo-scholars, those who are called the Deformers, (Wahaabis, Salafis, Takfiris, Modernists, Progressives etc.),

into to the dın of √Islm.

The mission of √Imm al-Mahdi e is to positively (rather than negatively) reject ALL the innovations and to revive the true Sunnah of

the Prophet a which has become corrupted and altered by people

over time. As a result of the ignorance of people regarding the true

Sunnah of the Prophet a, they think he is bringing a new religion.

Some traditions say that √Imm al-Mahdı e will also provide the

unique interpretation (tafsır/ﺮ% % ﻴ% % ﺴ% % ﻔ% %  )ﺗof the Qur√n but, again, this is

due to general and wide spread ignorance of the people concerning

the meaning of Qur√n and specifically their rejection or simple

lack of knowledge1 of the relationship of Walyah (ﺔ% % %  )ﻭﻻﻳto Nubüwa

(ﻮﺓ% %ﺒ% %)ﻧ. Had they taken or made the time for study and understanding,

they might have greatly profited by a deeper explanation (ta√wıl/

 )ﺗﺄﻭﻳﻞof the Qur√n.

In any case given the extensive and well-documented ˛adıtƒ concerning al-Mahdı e, as well as tangential references in the Qur√n

to his being, coming and mission we feel that there can be no argument as to his e existence and unique mission on this earth.

Having said that, we can next say that there do remain major differences in the understanding of who or what al-Mahdi e is among

the different schools of √Islm, specifically the Sunni viewpoint, the

Sƒifiah viewpoint and the more gnostic or ba†anı ∑ufı viewpoints.

What I hope to do in this bayn is to open out to the reader these

three viewpoints, thus adding, insƒa√ Allh, to the overall knowledge of the reader/listener on this very important subject.

Before doing that I will first review what are called the “Signs of

the Tme” which, are shared, mostly by Sunnis and Sƒifiah alike.

In short it is held that there are many signs that will precede him e,

but one general and very important sign is that he will come at a

time when there is great confusion, intense disputes and violent

deaths, when people are afflicted by disturbance and experiencing

great fear. Calamities will fall upon the people, so much so that a

man shall not find a roof to shelter himself from oppression and

loss. There will be many battles and fi†n before his e appearance.

1.



Due, perhaps, to the overall dumbing down of the level of teaching and

teachers over the past few hundred years in the √Islamic world. Generally

speaking across the Muslim world, Islmic Studies are the least valued

subject in the curriculum. (Medicine followed by Sciences are the hghest.)



Every time a fitnah comes to an end, another will start, spread and

intensify. The people will be troubled to such an extent that they

will long for death. It is then that √Imm Mahdı e will be sent.

Abu Sa√id al-Kƒudri has repoted that the Messenger of Allah a

said, “He will be sent at a time of intense disputes and differences

among people and earthquakes...” (A˛mad)

One of these, given events in Syria (I am writing this in the Autumn

of 1412/2013) is of great interest:

The Sufyani (descendants of Abu Sufyan) will emerge before Imam

Mahdi from the depths of Damascus. The A˛adıtƒ regarding the Sufyani specify that they (or he) is a tyrant who will spread corruption

and mischeif on the earth before al-Mahdı e. When he hears about

al-Mahdi e, he will send an army to seize and kill him. However

the earth will swallow this army before it even reaches al-Mahdı e.

Abu Hurayrah g has narrated that the Prophet a said: “A man will

emerge from the depths of Damascus. He will be called Sufyani.

Most of those who follow him will be from the tribe of Kalb. He

will kill by ripping the stomachs of women and even kill the children. A man from my family will appear in the Haram, the news of

his advent will reach the Sufyani and he will send to him one of his

armies. He (referring to Imam Mahdı e) will defeat them. They

will then travel with whoever remains until they come to a desert

and they will be swallowed. None will be saved except the one who

had informed the others about them.” (Mustadrak)

Among some of the signs are these:

1. The vast majority of people who profess to be, and call themselves, Muslim will be so only in name despite their practice of √Islmic rites and it will be they who make war with the al-Mahdi e.

2. Before his coming will come the red death and the white death,

killing much of the world’s population. The red death signifies violence and the white death is plague. One third of the population will

die from the red death and the other third from the white death.

3. Several figures will appear: the one-eyed Antichrist (Masih adDajjal), the al-Hartƒ, al-Manßur, Sƒu√ayb bin Saleh and the Sufyani.

4. There will be a great conflict in the land of Syria, until it is

destroyed.

5. Death and fear will afflict the people of Baghdad and Iraq. A fire

will appear in the sky and a redness will cover them.

Other signs include:



Sƒaƒr ibn Hawsƒab said that the Prophet a stated: “There will be a

Sound in (the Hijri Islamic month of) Ramadan, a mahmaha (murmuring) in (the Hijri Islamic month of) Sƒawwal, and war among

tribes (peoples) in (the Hijri Islamic month of) Dƒul-Qai√dah and its

sign will be that pilgrims will be looted. There will be a war with

many people killed and blood will be shed in Mina (near Makkah),

such that their blood flows on the Jamra (Stone of Satan at which

pilgrims throw stones).” (Abu Amru Utƒman bin Safiıd ad-Dani's

Kitb as-Sunan al-Waredah fi-l-Fi†an)

fiAlı bin Abi ‡alib e said: “Wait for the end of misery once three

things occur.” We said: What are they, Oh Prince of Believers? He

said: “The dispute among the people of asƒ-Sƒam (Greater Syria),

the Black Banners (battalions carrying black banners), and the

Qa∂√a in the month of Rama∂n. It was asked: "What is the Qa∂√a ?

He said: “Haven't you heard what Allh said in the Qur√an (26:4):

َﻦ%ﻴ%ِﻌ%َِﺎﺿ%َﺎ ﺧ%ﻬ%َﻢْ ﻟ%ُﻬ%َُﺎﻗ%ﻨ%ْﺖْ ﺃَﻋ%َّﻠ%َﻈ%َﺔً ﻓ%ََﺎﺀ ﺁﻳ%ﻤ%َّﻟﺴ% ّﻦ ﺍ%ِِﻢ ﻣ%ﻬ%ْﻴ%َﻠ%َﺰِّﻝْ ﻋ%َﻨ%ُﺄْ ﻧ%َﺸ%َّ‘ ﺇﻥ ﻧIf We wish, We can

send down to them from Heaven a sign, such that their necks remain

surrendered to it (mesmerized in amazement).’ This √yt (sign) that

makes a girl come out of her bedroom, wakes up the person who is

asleep, and frightens the one who is awake.” (Ibn asƒ-Sƒajarı lAmali asƒ-Sƒajaria)

In addition to different sounds that will be heard there are celestial

phenomenæ2 that will be widely observed across the world.

Mu˛ammad ibn fiAlı ibn al-˘anafiyyah said: “For our Mahdı e,

there will be two signs that have never occurred since the creation

of the heavens and the earth: The moon will be eclipsed (lunar

eclipse) on the first night of Rama∂n, and the sun will be eclipsed

(solar eclipse) in the middle (of Rama∂n).” (fiAlı bin fiUmar adDaraqutnı's Sunan as-Daraqutnı)

“There are two signs for the Mahdı. The first one is the lunar eclipse

on the first night of Ramadan, and the second is the solar eclipse in

the middle of this month.” (Ibn Hajar al-Haytƒami's book al-Qawl

al-Mukƒtasar fi fiAlamat al-Mahdi al-Muntazar, p. 47

“A lunar eclipse will occur in the first night of the Rama∂n. In the

middle of the Rama∂n, a solar eclipse will occur.” (Mu˛ammad alBarzanjı, al-Isƒa√ah li Asƒrat as-Safiah, p. 199)

2.



note: many of these ˛adıtƒ have weak √isnad and other questionable features,

but they have persisted over time in the eschatological thoughts and considerations of the Muslim community.



“During his reign, on the 14th of Rama∂n, a solar eclipse will occur. On the 1st of that month, the moon will darken…” (√Imm

Rabbanı, Letters of Rabbanı, 380; Letters of Rabbanı, 2-1163)

“There will be two solar eclipses in Rama∂n before the Mahdı’s

advent.” (√Imm Qurtubı’s book Mukƒtasar Tazkirah , p. 440)

“When you see it, then store up one year’s supply of food.” (Nua√im ibn Hammad’s book Kitb al-Fi†an)

5) The Sun makes a Sign (or rises as a sign)

Ali bin Abdullah bin Abbs said: “The Mahdı will not emerge until

the Sun rises as a sign (or unless a sign emerges from the Sun).” (aBayhaqı, al-˘kim, al-Harbı, as-Suyuti, Nu√aim bin ˘ammad's

Kitb al-Fi†an, Ibn Hajar al-Haytƒami's book al-Qawl al-Mukhtasar

fi fiAlamat al-Mahdi al-Muntazar, p. 47, Al-Muttaqi al-Hindi's book

al-Burhan fi Alamat al-Mahdi Akhir al-Zaman, p. 33 ) Another variation says a sign appears with the sun.

Abi Jafifar said: “If the Abbs reach Kƒorasan, (a star known as)

Horn Zu-Sƒif√ rises in the East. The first time it appeared was at

the perishing of the people of Nu˛ e when Allh u drowned

them. And it rose at the time of √Ibrahım e when they cast him into

fire, and when Allh u caused Firawn (at the time of Müs e) and

those with him to perish, and when Ya˛ya (the Baptist) e son of

Zakariah e was killed. If you see this, seek refuge in Allh u

against the evilness of fi†an (strife and tribulations). It will rise after

the eclipse of the sun and the moon. Then, soon ‘Abqa’ (a man

seeking to rule) in Egypt will appear.” (Nu√im bin ˘ammad's book

Kitb Al-Fi†an, al-Muttaqi al-Hindi’s book al-Burhan fı fiAlamat alMahdi Akƒir az-Zaman, p. 32)

Ibn Masüd said: “There will be a sign in (the month of) Safar and

the star with a tail will begin." (Nu√aym bin ˘ammad's book Kitb

al-Fi†an)

al-Walid said: “The redness and stars we have seen are not the √yt

(signs). The star of the √yt (signs) is a star that flips (or turns) in

the horizons in (the month of ) Safar or in (the 2 months of) Rabi

(the first and second Rabi), or in (the month of) Rajab. Once this

happens, Kƒankan marches and the Turks (Russians); the Romans

(Europeans) of Zawahir will follow with the banners (battalions)

and Crosses.” (Nu√im bin ˘ammad's book Kitb Al-Fitan)

Kafib said: “It is a star that rises from the East and illuminates for

the people of the Earth like the illumination of a moon in a fullmoon night.” (Nu√im bin ˘ammad's book Kitb Al-Fitan)



Kafib said: “A star will rise from the East before the appearance of

the Mahdı and it has a tail.” And Sƒarik said: “Before the appearance of the Mahdı, the sun will have an eclipse in the month of Rama∂n twice.' ” (Nuaim bin Hammad's book Kitb al-Fi†an)

“A star with a tail that illuminates all places will originate from the

East, at three or seven-day intervals." (Muhammad Al-Barzanji's

book al-Isƒa√ah lı Asƒrat as-Sfih)
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The list of Signs of the Times goes on and on in both Sunni and

Sƒıfiah eschatological literature3 and is quite extensive. As to what

can be considered sound and what is dubious I leave that to the

mu˛aıthın and encourage the reader or listener to make use of the

ample opportunities afforded by the many pages of the internet devoted to this subject. What we can say for sure is that the time leading up to the appearence or re-appearence of al-Mahdı e will be

filled with fitnah, wars and natural calamities.

fiAbdullah ibn fiUmar said: While we were sitting with the Prophet a

he mentioned the Fitan (strife, trials and tribulations), mentioning

many of them until he mentioned the fitnah (strife, trial &amp; tribulations/ﺔ% ﻨ% ﺘ%  )ﻓ. Someone asked him: ‘O Messenger of Allh, what is the

Fitan? He said ‘It is fleeing and plunder’. Then, will come the Fitnah of as-Sarra√ (a fitnah that rises from ahlu-l-bayt itself): its

smoke is under the feet of a man (descendant) from my household

(family), who claims he is of me (my follower), but he is not because my √Awlyia (close followers or friends) are those who fear

Allh u. Then the people will choose a man (to be a leader) who

will be like a hip-bone on a rib (meaning he will not be able to hold

a firm leadership grip). Then the Duhayma (darkness &amp; cunning)

catches people off guard. Fitnah that will not leave anyone without

slapping him a slap (testing his faith); if people say it is finished, it

stays longer; a man who is in the morning a Mu√min (believer) by

the the evening becomes a Kafir (disbeliever), until people will be

divided into two factions: a faction of √Imn or faithfulness in belief

without any hypocrisy and a faction of hypocrisy without √Imn.

When this happens, expect the (Fitnah of) Dajjal that day or the

very next.” (Sunan Abu Da√üd, al-˘kim, and az-Zahabi)

3.



Please note I do not mention ∑üfi eschatological literature. Though ∑ufis

generally believe in the reality of these and other signs they, especially the

more gnostic or ba†ini amongst them, have quite a different view of the

whole situation which we will, insƒa√Allh address later on in this bayn.



With these two things understood – The reality of al-Mahdi e and

the general fitnah, discord, and signs both earthly and celestial that

will attend his manifestation – let me now try to clarify the various

narratives of the Sunnis, Sƒifiah and ∑üfis4 surrounding him e.

Basically you could say that Sunnis think he is sure to come but yet

to be born; the Sƒifiah think he is born, (some thousand years ago),

is still alive but is in occultation waiting the right time to manifest

publicaly; and the ∑üfis who maintain that he is both born, present,

here, and always was here, but is available only to those who purify

their hearts sufficently.
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The Sunnis view the Mahdi as an ordinary man5 in the image of the

Prophet a, who said of him, “His name will be my name, and his

father’s name my father’s name.” (Sunan Abu Dawud, 11/373;

Sunan Ibn Mjah, 2/1368) The Prophet said a: “The Mahdi is of

my lineage, with a high forehead and a long, thin, curved nose. He

will fill the earth with fairness and justice as it was filled with oppression and injustice, and he will rule for seven years.” (Sunan Abi

Daud, Kitb al-Mahdi, 11: 375, ˛adıtƒ 4265; Mustadrak al-˘kim,)

He is expected to be born in the midst of world-wide cataclyms and,

when he comes to maturity, to re-establish righteousness, and renew

the caliphate.

Umma Salmah j said, “His e aim will be to establish a moral system from which all superstitious ideas have been eliminated.” In the

same way that students or reverts enter √Islm, so unbelievers or

doubting Muslims will come to believe

Taken as a whole, we can say that there are a lot of ˛adıtƒ about the

Mahdı to be found in books of Ahlu-s- Sunnah of varying quality.

4.



5.



By Sunnis here I do not mean those people who dress up and act as if they

are über-muslims with immahs, miswaks, beards and ankle length pants etc.

but in reality are involved in massive drug dealing (think ‡aliban), bomb

throwing and acid wielding psuedo-salafi takfiri wahhabi ikƒwan fanatics, nor

by Sƒifiah do I mean those people who were fooled by the so-called ‘Prince’

Ismail who, by coercion, converted Iran overnight from Sunnism to Sƒism,

importing religious authorities from the Levant in an attempt to create a

Persian political counterbalance to Osmani Turkey and Mughal India, and

thereby subverted true Sƒism into an altogether different and overtly political

entitity thus altogether betraying the inner truth of Sƒism. Nor by ∑üfis do I

mean those who regard ∑ufism as a kind of psuedo-Spiritual Social club or

groups of sycophantic servile self-seekers who gather around arrogant

pretentious superstar sƒuyukƒ seeking to bask in their reflected light.

An ordinary person in the sense that he is not infallible, nor is he

supernatural.



They run the gamut between fabricated, weak, and good. ˘adıtƒ

graded as authentic are few. However, belief in the appearance of

the Mahdı e is an established matter, taking all of the evidence together. Additionally many Sunnis seem to be of the opinion that although there are many ˛adıtƒ that give an established meaning

when taken together, most of them do not make the grade of authenticity when taken on their own. It may be the case that only one

˛adıtƒ out of all of them can actually be considered authentic. The

hadîth that can be graded as good are very few. The vast majority of

these ˛adıtƒ in the opinions of the scholars are weak.

However many scholars have written on the topic of the Mahdı e.

One of these was Nafiım b. ˘amd who wrote on this matter in his

book al-Fitan from which we have quoted earlier. Though a leading

scholar of the Sunnah, nevertheless ˘amd used to make many errors. Daraqutnı, al-Dhahabı, and Ibn Hajar have all made note of

this, but mainly in regard to his reports concerning battles. Ibn

Katƒıîr, al-Suyutı, al-Sakhwı, al-Sanfinı, and asƒ-Sƒawknı,

among others have written on it, not to mention a number of contemporary authors.

Ibn Khaldün, in his Muqaddimah, writes: “The popularly accepted

view among Muslims is that the Mahdı is real. There is no doubt

that this is the correct view, for the vast majority of the leading

scholars and people of knowledge acknowledge the ˛adıtƒ about the

Mahdı as a whole, even though few of the individual ˛adıtƒ about

him are free of criticism. There are even scholars who have declared

the ˛adıtƒ about him to be mutawtir, especially among the later

scholars. There are others, however, who have rejected outright all

the ˛adıtƒ pertaining to the Mahdı.”6

The more recent fatwa in this issue is given in Makkah by the Muslim World League (Rabitatul fiAlamu-l-√Islmi) on Oct. 11, 1976

(23 Shawwal 1396). This fatwa states that more than twenty companions narrated traditions concerning al-Mahdi, and gives a list of

those scholars of Hadith who have transmitted these narrations, and

those who have written books on al-Mahdi. The fatwa states:

“The memorizers (˛afidƒün) and scholars of ˘adıtƒ have verified

that there are authentic (ßa˛ı˛) and acceptable (˛asan) reports

among the traditions related to al-Mahdi. The majority of these traditions are related through numerous authorities (mutawtir).

6.



Note: A ˛adîth is considered mutawtir if it has been narrated by such a large

number of people that it is a practical impossibility for them to have conspired together to lie or fabricate.



There is no doubt that the status of those reports are ßa˛ı˛ and mutawtir. (They have also verified) that the belief in Mahdı e is

obligatory, and that it is one of the beliefs of Ahl al-Sunnah wal Jamafia. Only those who are ignorant of the Sunnah and innovators in

doctrine deny it.”

In short in looking at various ˛aditƒ from the six books of ∑a˛i˛ alBukƒarı, ∑a˛i˛ Muslim, ∑a˛i˛ at-Tirmid˛ı, Sunan Ibn Majah, Sunan

Abu Dawud, and ∑a˛i˛ al-Nisa√i we can say that from a Sunni perspective √Imm Mahdi e is a reality but one of many dimensions

and understandings. Here are basic Sunni references:

1. ∑a˛i˛ Tirmidƒi, V2, P86, V9, PP 74-75

2. Sunan Abi Daw√ud, V2, P7

3. Mußnd A˛mad Ibn Hanbal, V1, P376 &amp; V3, P63

4. Mustadrak al-Saƒihain, by al-Hakim, V4, P557

5. al-Majmafi, by Tabarani, P217

6. Tahdƒib al-Tƒabit, by Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani, V9, P144

7. Saw√iq al-Muhraqa, Ibn Hajar al-Haythami, P167

8. Fat˛u-l-Barı, by Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani, V7, P305

9. al-Tatƒkirah, by al-Qurtubı, P617

10. al-Hawi, by al-Suyuti, V2, pp165-166

11. Sƒar˛ al-Mawahib al-Ladunniyyah, by al-Zurqani, V5, P348

12. Fat˛u-l-Mugƒitƒ, by al-Sakhawi, V3, P41

13. al-Hafidƒ Abul-˘asan Mu˛ammad al-˘usayn al-Sijistani

14. asƒ-Sƒafifii and also Ibn Habban, Abu Nua√ym, Ibn Asakir, etc.
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The bridge between the Sunni narrative and the Sƒifiah narrrative is

to be found in the famous ˛adıtƒ of the twelve successors.

Narrated Jabir bin Samura: I heard Mu˛ammad a saying, “There

will be twelve Muslim rulers." He then said a sentence which I did

not hear. My father said, “All of them (those rulers) will be from

Quraysƒ.” [∑a˛ı˛ Bukƒarı 89.329 ]

Narrated Jabir bin Samura: I heard the Prophet a say, “This (Islamic) dın will continue until the Hour (day of resurrection), having

twelve Caliphs for you; all of them will be from Quraysƒ.” [∑a˛ı˛

Muslim : Book 020: Number 4477, 4478, 4480, 4481, 4482, 4483]

The Prophet a said: “This religion remains standing until there are

twelve vicegerents over you, all of them agreeable to the nation, all

of them from Quraysh.” [Sunan Dawud : Book 36: Number 4266]



The Prophet a said: “After me there will be twelve Amirs (Princes/

Rulers), all of them from Quraysƒ.” [Sunan al-Tirmidƒı (Arabic)

Chapter of Fitan, 2:45 (India) and 4:501 Tradition # 2225 (Egypt)

Hadith #2149 (numbering of al-fiAlamiyyah)]

Masrüq states that someone asked Abdullah Ibn Masood, “Oh Ab

Abd al-Rahmaan, did you ask the Messenger a how many kƒalıfah

will rule this nation?". Abdullah Ibn Masood replied, "Yes, we did

and he replied, “Twelve, like the number of chiefs (nuqab) of Bani

Israel’” [Mußnad A˛mad, vol 1, pg 398]

There are also similar reports from Sunni and Sƒifiah texts combined.

The Prophet a was quoted as saying,

“Surely Islam will always remain mighty until there are twelve

caliphs in it. All of them will be of the Quraysƒ. [Musnad Tayalesi,

vol 3, pg 105 Tr. No 767 and vol 6, pg 180 Tr. No 1278, published

at Hyderabad, India in 1321 A.H] [al-Mufijam al-Kabır, vol 2, pg

258, Tr. No. 1964] [al-Fitan, vol. 1, pg 39, Chap 7, Tr. No. 2] [alMalhim wa-l-Fitan pg 32, chap 29] [Musnad-e-A˛mad, vol 5, pg

93] [Sunan Abi Dawud, Kitb al-Mahdi] [Trikƒ-e-Baghdad, vol

12, pg 126, No. 516] [al-Bidya wa-n-Nihyah, vol 1, pg 18]

“There will be twelve kƒalıfah after me, all of them will be from

Quraysh.” [Musnad-e-Ahmad, vol 5, pg 92] [Kanz al-Ummal, vol

12, pg 33, Tr. no 33860 narrating from Tabraani and Tr. No. 33803,

narrating from Tirmidƒı] [Sunan al-Tirmidƒı, Kitb al-Fitan, Chap

46, Tr. No. 2223] [Tarik˛-e-Baghdad vol 14, pg 353, No.7673] [alMofijam al-Kabır, vol 2, pg 236. Tr. No. 1875 and pg 248, tr. No.

1923 and pg 251, Tr. No 1936 and pg. 283 Tr. No. 2063 and vol 2,

pg 215, Tr. No 1799.] [al-Gƒaybah of Nu√mani, pg 123 chap 6, Tr.

No 14, and pg 120, Chap 6, Tr. No. 8] [# Kify al-Asrar, pg 50,

Chap 6, Tr. No. 2] [Nihyah al-Bidyah wa-n-Nihyah vol 1, pg 17]

This continues for 112 ˛dıtƒ all more or less of the same order and

all more or less to the same point.

“There will be twelve caliphs for this nation”

“Surely this religion will always overcome its opponents and no enemy or deserter can ever harm it till there are twelve kƒalıfah from

my nation in it. All of them will be from Quraysƒ”

This affair (√Islm) shall always remain mighty, impregnable and

victorious against all its opponents till it is ruled by twelve, all of

them will be from Quraysƒ”



“This affair (Islam) shall always remain righteous till there are

twelve chiefs. All of them will be from Quraysƒ.”

“This affair shall always remain closely united till there are twelve

caliphs in it all of them will be from Quraysƒ”

“This affair will always survive till there are twelve chiefs in it. All

of them will be from Quraysƒ.”

“This affair (√Islm) shall always remain upright till there are

twelve chiefs. All of them will be from Quraysƒ.”

“This affair shall neither pass nor will come to an end till twelve

kƒalıfah pass in it. All of them will be from Quraysƒ.”

“This religion shall survive till the Hour is established or there are

twelve kƒalıfah over you. All of them will be from Quraysƒ.”

“There will be twelve strong supports for this nation. Whoever forsakes them will not harm them. All of them will be from Quraysƒ.”

“This affair shall always overcome the one who opposes it. No enemy or opponent will harm it till there will be twelve kƒalıfah from

Quraysƒ.”

“Surely this affair shall always remain dominant. No opponent can

harm it till there are twelve chiefs. All of them will be from

Quraysƒ.”

“This affair of this nation (Islam) shall always be dominant till there

are twelve chiefs or kƒalıfah. They are all from Quraysƒ.”

“The affair of this nation shall always remain straight and dominant

over its enemy till there are twelve kƒalıfah amongst them. All of

them will be from the Quraysƒ.”

“There will be twelve strong people from the Quraysƒ. The one who

bears enmity against them, his enemy will not harm them.”

“Twelve will follow this affair (Islam). All of them will be from

Quraysƒ and their likes will not be seen again.”

Abdullah ibn Masood on being asked if he asked the Messenger a

about how many kƒalıfah will rule this nation. He replied in the affirmative and said that the Messenger replied, “Twelve, like the

number of chiefs (nuqabaa) of Bani Israel,”

“Know that the affair of my nation shall always be righteous till

there are twelve kƒalıfah in it. All of them will be from the

Quraysƒ.”

“This religion shall always be upright till there are twelve from

Quraysƒ. When they are no more, the earth will be destroyed (swallowed) with all its inhabitants.

I am not seeking here to belabor the point but to make clear to the

reader or listener of the ubiquity in this matter of the 12 Kƒulafaah.
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In short the Hadith of the Twelve Successors is a well-known ˛adıtƒ

attributed to the Prophet a by both Sunni and Sƒifiah transmitters of

˛adıtƒ according to which he a without doubt predicted that there

would be twelve caliphs after him, all from his tribe, the Quraysh.

As I said this is the bridge which links Sunni tradition to Sƒifiah tradition though, predictably due to those who have sought to divide

the community, differing understandings of the ˘adıtƒ of the Twelve

Successors have come to prevail over time.

The more extreme Sunni view is the ˘adıtƒ of the Twelve Successors is an example of a “self-fulfilling prophecy”. Therefore, before

we begin, we must define what exactly is a self-fulfilling prophecy.

We read on the website of www.ahlelbayt.com, which is website is

dedicated to those members of the Prophetic Household (the Ahlu-lBayt) who have been abandoned and forsaken by the Sƒifiah: “A

self-fulfilling prophecy is a prediction that, in being made, actually

causes itself to become “true”.

To give an example of a self-fulfilling prophecy, we have the

literary story of “Romulus and Remus”: according to legend,

Romulus and Remus were in their childhood sentenced to death for

fear of a prophecy that one day they would kill the king. However,

Romulus and Remus escape death and later in life they hear stories

of the prophecy; after hearing these prophecies, Romulus and

Remus realize that their destiny in life is to kill the king, and they

then proceed to do exactly that.

In other words, a self-fulfilling prophecy is a statement which may

sufficiently influence people in such a way that their reactions

ultimately fulfill (or seem to fulfill) the prophecy. The prophecies of

various religious persons have always been the victims of this

problem, whereby people seek to fulfill the prophecy themselves.

As for the Hadith of the twelve Caliphs, the Prophet a prophecized

that there would be twelve Caliphs after him, and thereafter various

so called deviant sects ‘fulfilled’ this prophecy by laying claim to

political authority by putting forward their own twelve Caliphs.

There is no doubt that the Prophet a did in fact prophecise in

˛adıtƒ that there would be twelve kƒalıfah, and many Sunni scholars

do believe that the last of the twelve will be √Imm al-Mahdi e,

who will fill the earth with justice. This is most definitely a belief of

the majority of Ahlu-s-Sunnah wa Jamafiah, well-known to the

scholars even if it is not well-known amongst the generality (alamm) from amongst the Sunnis.



“After the Prophet a made this statement, there were many deviant

sects which sought to exploit this ˛adıtƒ and other similar

prophecies in order to bring themselves to power. The Sƒifiah were

one such group, who used this ˘adıtƒ – along with those about

Imam Mahdı e – in order to place their own sect into power. It was

based upon the ˛adıtƒ of the twelve kƒalıfah that the Sƒifiah decided to limit their √◊√immah to the number twelve. Hence we read:

“These and other traditions (˛adıtƒ) were spread in both √Imamı and

Zaydı circles…According to as-Saduq these traditions (˛adıtƒ) and

others predicting the occurrence of the Gƒayba (occultation) were

the main reason for the √Imamı acceptance of the Gƒayba and for

their being satisfied that the series of the Imams should stop at the

twelfth.” (The Occultation of the Twelfth Imam: A Historical

Background, by Dr. Jassim M. Hussain, p.138)

In other words, the √◊√immah of the Immi Sƒifiah would not have

ended at the number twelve had it not been for this ˘adıtƒ of the

twelve kƒalıfah found in mainstream Muslim books of ˘adıtƒ. It

was this ˛adıtƒ which was one of the “main reasons” that caused the

Sƒifiah to terminate the √◊√immah at the number twelve. It is

therefore based on very backwards and circular logic that the Sƒifiah

should now use this ˘adıtƒ as proof for their twelve √Imms, when

in fact it was they who based their belief on Sunni ˘adıtƒ! Today

we have Sƒifiah who attack Sunnis saying “how could it simply be a

matter of coincidence that your ˛adıtƒ also tell you about these

twelve √Imms?” Of course it is not a coincidence! It is the Sƒifiah

(say the Sunnis extremists) who based their deviant beliefs on our

˛adıtƒ, and so it is very queer of them to then further our ˛adıtƒ as

proof of their beliefs! This is very backwards and circular logic! It

is placing the carriage before the horse, reversing cause and effect!

They go on to say, “In fact, had the Sunni Hadith stated that there

were eleven kƒalıfah instead of twelve, then the Sƒifiah would have

claimed that their √Imms were eleven in number.

Dr. Hussaini says further on this subject, “And once again, they

would have come to us with incredulous looks on their faces, saying

what a “miracle” it was that their beliefs can be “proven” from our

books. Had it been thirteen Caliphs mentioned in the Sunni books of

Hadith, then the Sƒifiah would have ended the Imamah at the

number thirteen. The proof for the termination of the Sƒifiah

Imamah was based on Sunni ˛adıtƒ, so there is therefore no surprise

at the concordance between the number of Caliphs in Sunni ˛adıtƒ

and the number of Sƒifiah Imams.”



Here we get to the crux of the differences, “Indeed, the Sƒifiah in

actuality did not have twelve √Imms, but eleven. The eleventh

√Imm, ˘asan al-Askari, died without leaving behind a son to

succeed him. In fact, ˘asan al-Askari’s own family were

completely ignorant of the existence of any child of his, and ˘asan

al-Askari’s estate had been divided between his brother Jafifar and

his mother (instead of any to the son). Moojan Momen writes in

“An Introduction to Shi’i Islam” (London, 1985, p. 162) that, “Jafar

remained unshakeable in his assertion that his brother (Hasan alAskari) had no progeny.” We read:

“The majority of the Imamites…denied his birth or even his

existence, and mocked those who believed in him. According to alNu’mani the bulk of these groups abandoned their belief in the

Imam. In fact those who continued to hold a firm belief in his

Imamate were a small minority belonging to the circles of narrators,

like Ibn Qubba and al-Nu’mani himself, who based their belief on

the traditions of the Imams (i.e. the Hadith of the Twelve √Imms).”

Many scholars shared the perplexity of the Imamite masses over the

prolonged occultation of the twelfth Imam. (The Occultation of the

Twelfth Imam: A Historical Background, by Dr. Jassim M. Hussain,

p.143)

“Indeed, if Hasan al-Askari really had a child, then why did his own

family not give a share of the inheritance to him? To deal with this

inconsistency, the √Immı Sƒifiah of the time denounced Jafifar as

being “al-Kadƒb” (the Liar/ﺬﺍﺏ% % % % % % % ﻜ% % % % % % % )ﺍﻟ, and they came up with the

fantastic story that the eleventh √Imm had a son but that this son

was hidden from view (i.e. he was in occultation).”

“In order to “prove” the existence of this mysterious son, the

√Immı Sƒifiah actually brought forward the ˛adıtƒ of the twelve

√Imms and others similar to it, in order to somehow prove that the

√Immah could not possibly have ended at eleven persons but must

be twelve in number. Nonetheless, such fantastic explanations did

not fool the a large number of the √Immı Sƒifiah who “apostatized”

from √Immı Sƒifiism in order to return and embrace Sunni Islam or,

else, other branches of Sƒifiism. In fact, the Sƒifiah movement split

into at least fifteen different sects after the eleventh √Imm’s death,

some of these sects claiming that the √Imms were only eleven in

number (and ended with Hasan al-Askari).”

A group from amongst the Zaydis revered twelve √Imms, but they

believed in a different set of twelve √Imms than the √Immı Sƒifiah.



These Zaydıs believed in the first four of the √Imms of the Imami

Sƒifiah, but they disagreed with the √Immi Sƒifiah as to who the

other eight of them were. This group of Zaydis, like the Sunnis,

believed that the Kƒalıfah was not limited to twelve, but the Zaydıs

argued that the twelfth would be al-Qa√im and he would lead an

armed and political insurrection. A similar view was held by

another heretical sect, namely that of the Ismafiilis who used the

˘adıtƒ of the twelve kƒalıfah in order to further their own set of

√Imms. And there were many other groups who used the ˘adıtƒ of

the twelve Caliphs – and other ˘adıtƒ in regards to √Imm Mahdi –

in order to bring themselves to power. We read:

(That these traditions were used by) “numerous Islamic groups,

particularly the Zaydıs, in their struggle for power during the

Umayyad period shows that these traditions were well-known

among the Muslims of that period.”

A fact unknown to lay-persons is that the ˘adıtƒ of the Twelve

Successors is exploited by not only the √Immı Shıfiah but by many

other sects. Interestingly, many of these sects have a more convincing argument for their claims over that of the √Immı Shıfiah!

For example, the fiIbdis – descendants of the Khawri j– use the

˘adıtƒ of twelve kƒalıfah in order to validate the claims of their

leaders, who were twelve in number. The fiIbdis claim that this

˛adıtƒ is a “shining proof” for their twelve Caliphs, which include:

Abu Bakr g, Umar g, Abdullah ibn Yahya al-Kindi, and the nine

fiIbdi Imams of the Rustamid Dynasty.

It is interesting that in modern times the Nation of Islam also used

the ˘adıtƒ of the Twelve Successors in order to validate their leader

Elijah Muhammad by claiming that their founder, W. D. Fard, was

one of the twelve √Imms:

“Now there are twelve (12) Imams or Scientists, who have been

ruling all the time, and one of the twelve is always greater than the

other eleven.” (Muhammad Speaks newspaper)

So you see the waters surrounding this subject of the Twelve

Successors are very murky indeed and it is very difficult to sift fact

from fiction, truth from immagination etc. And partly this is so

because all we have been dealing with, for the most part, are the

outer manifestations of what in truth is an inner reality.

√Insƒa√Allh as we proceed further we will begin to delve into this

inner realty instead of the various arguments of different schools

and be able to see the reality from the inside out rather the outside in.



Until now we have been mainly looking at the issue of the Ma˛di e

from, first a general or soft Sunni view and then, from a more hard

line Sunni view, which gives little credence at all to the Sƒifiah view

and indeed only imagines most of it to be a subterfuge for the

gaining of power, spoils or authority in the general com-plicated

and confused situation that affected the Muslim world from the time

of the struggle between the Ummayads and the Abbasids, or one

might even say from the time of the seizure of power by

Mu√awiyyah (“I am the last of the kƒulafah and the first of the kings

of √Islm”) and the other political machinations which followed

and continue right up to the present.

Let us now look at the issue from the view that the Sƒifiah are

sincere in their beliefs and constructs of what the sunnah is and how

to follow it faithfully and fully and that they in fact are truly the

ones who actually do and have obeyed Allh u and his Prophet a.



ﹶﹺ

ﻮﻝ

ﺍﷲ ﹶﻭﺍ ﱠﻟﺮ ﹸﺳ ﹶ

ﺃﻃ ﹸﻴﻌﻮﺍ ﱠ ﹶ



√atıfiu-llha wa-r–rasüla

Obey Allh and the Prophet.

(Sürah √◊l √Imrn, 3:32)



and then let us recall the ßa˛i˛ ˛adıtƒ quoted in 112 Sunni sources:



 ﻣﻦ ﻛﻨﺖ ﻣﻮﻻﻩ ﻓﻌﻠﻲ ﻣﻮﻻﻩ: ﻗﺎﻝ,ﻪ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻭﺁﻟﻪ ﻭﺻﺤﺒﻪ ﻭﺳﻠﻢﻋﻦ ﺍﻟﻨﺒﻲ ﺻﻠﻰ ﺍﻟ

“man kanat mawlahu fa-fialı mawlahu”

“Whose mawla (master) I am, Alı is his mawla (master).

adƒ-Dƒahabi said: “As for the ˛adıtƒ, “If I am someone’s mawla

then fiAlı is his mawla too”, it has jayyid isnds.” It was classed as

sahıh by al-Albni in al-Silsilah al-Saheehah, 1750, and he criticized those who said that it is da√ıf (weak) saying that it has a ßa˛i˛

√isnd going back to the Prophet a. Here is one version in full:

“When the Prophet a alighted at the pool of Kƒumm, he took fiAlı

ibn Abi ‡lib a by the hand and asked those present, ‘Do you not

know that I am closer to the believers than they themselves?’ They

replied, ‘Certainly.’ He a then asked, ‘Do you not know that I am

nearer to every believer than he himself?’ They replied, ‘Certainly.’

He a then said, ‘Allh, he whose mawla I am has fiAlı as his

mawla. O Allh, be friendly to those who are friendly to him and

hostile to those who are hostile to him.’ After that fiUmar g met

him and said, ‘Congratulations, Oh son of Abu ‡lib. Morning and

evening you are the mawla of every believing man and woman.’”

al-Tirmidƒı ˘adıtƒ 6082 as narrated by Zayd ibn √Arqm g.



Here we arrive at and enter into another long contentious argument

or discussion as to the meaning of the word “mawla” in Arabic but

first let at looks at what the Prophet a himself said.

“Nor shall anyone clarify its interpretation, other than the one that I

have grasped his hand, brought up beside myself, (and lifted his

arm), the one about whom I inform you that whomever I am master

of, fiAlı is his master (mawla/ﯽ% %ﻮﻟ% % ;)ﻣand he is fiAlı Ibn Abi ‡alib, my

brother, the executor of my will (wasiyyah/ﺔ% % % % ﻴ% % % % )ﻭﺻ, whose appointment as your guardian and leader has been sent down to me from

Allh, the mighty and the majestic.” [Sahih Tirmidhi, v2, p298, v5,

p63 – also in Mußnad of √Imm Hanbal, Mishkat al-Masabi˛ by

Tabrizi

However, some Sunnis like to contend and argue, in spite of the fact

that a great number of Sunni scholars have declared the wide-scale

transmission (tawatur) of the ˛adıtƒ of Gƒadır al-Kƒumm, just as

they advocate the validity of its chain of transmission, its soundness, and its clear signification for the Imamate of fiAlı ibn Talib e

as well as his direct succession from the Prophet a.

Abu al-Kƒayr Sƒams ad-Dın ibn Mu˛ammad ibn Mu˛ammad alJazri asƒ-Sƒafifii says in respect to the ˛adıtƒ of al-Gƒadır: “It has

been widely transmitted from F†imah h, in the same way that it,

i.e. the ˛adıtƒ of al-Gƒadır, has been conveyed with a wide-scale

transmission from the Prophet a.”

A large number of transmitters have reported it, so there is no

regard for one who seeks to weaken it from among those who have

no knowledge of this discipline. For it has been reported by way of

traceability from Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab, Talhah

ibn fiUbayd Allah, al-Zubayr ibn al-‘Awwam, Sa‘d ibn Abi Waqqas,

fiAbd al-Rahman ibn √Awf, al- fiAbbas ibn ‘Abd al-Muttalib, Zayd

ibn Arqam, Bura’ ibn ‘Azib, Buraydah ibn al-˘usayn, Abu

Hurayrah, Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri, Jabir ibn ‘Abd Allah, ‘Abd Allah

ibn ‘Abbas, Habashi ibn Junadah, Sumrah ibn Jundub, Anas ibn

Malik, and Zayd ibn Thabit l.

But it’s meaning all hinges on the meaning of the word “mawla”.

Morphologically, the Arabic word mawl, also transliterated

mawlah, is composed from the morpheme indicating place, lit. ‘noun

of place’ (√ismu-l-makn) and derives from the root word َﻲ% %ِ ﻭَﻟwaliya

(masdar/verbal noun: ﺔ% % ﻮِﻻﯾ% %  ﺍﻟ/ al-wilyah) classically translated as to

be proximal to both parties in a vertical relationship or to intercede

on behalf. Thus the semantic translation of mawla most closely resembles the phrase “place of intercession” or “being of intercession”.



Historically, the word mawla has been interpreted to mean either

master, protector or supporter; walı, wilyah, √awliya√ are its

supporting synonyms.

A mawla usually means the one who has more authority over believers than they have on themselves It can also mean a much more

elevated person or exalter person such as a “master,” “lord,” “vicar”

or “guardian.” It also has other secondary meanings such as –

‘protector’, ‘master’, ‘supporter’, ‘slave’, ‘emancipated slave’,

‘helper’, ‘friend’, ‘loved one’ etc.

Allh u uses the word Mawla with various meanings in the Qur√n,

as can be seen in the following random selection of translations by

Muslims and non-Muslims of √yh 47:11 in Sürah Mu˛ammad:

Transliterated: Dƒalika bi-anna-llaha mawla alladƒına √amanü

waanna alkafireena la mawla lahum
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Pickthall: That is because Allh is patron of those who believe, and

because the disbelievers have no patron.

Yusuf Ali: That is because God is the Protector of those who

believe, but those who reject God have no protector.

Shakir: That is because Allh is the Protector of those who believe,

and because the unbelievers shall have no protector for them.

Dr. Laleh Bakhtiar: That is because God is the Defender of those

who believed. And for the ones who are ungrateful, there is no

defender of them.

Wahiduddin Khan: That is because God is the protector of the

believers, and those who deny the truth have no protector at all.

T.B.Irving: That is because God is the Protector of those who

believe, while disbelievers have no protector.

al-Muntakhab: That is because those whose hearts reflect the image

of religious and spiritual virtues are under the tutelage of Allah,

whereas those who deny Him are under the tutelage of nobody.

Sh. N. Durkee: That is because Allh is the Protector of those who

believe and those who hide the truth have no Protector.

Abdel Haleem: That is because God protects the believers while the

disbelievers have no one to protect them:

Aisha Bewley: That is because Allah is the Protector of those who

have iman and because those who are kafir have no protector.

Ahmed Ali: This is so for God is the friend of those who believe

while the unbelievers have no friend.
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With that understanding it must then also be seen that each of the

Twelve Successors are basically endowed with the same characterisitcs and imbued with the same qualities as was fiAlı e himself.

One might think of it as twelve different bodies with one spirit who

are the spiritual and political successors to the Prophet a, in the

Twelver or Itƒna-fiasƒariyyah branch of Shıfiah √Islm. According to

the theology of Twelvers, the successor of Mu˛ammad a is an

infallible human individual who not only rules over the community

with justice, but also is able to keep and interpret the Divine Law

and its esoteric meaning. The Prophet a and the √Imms’ f words

and deeds are a guide and model for the community to follow; as a

result, they must be free from error and sin, and must be chosen by

divinely sanctioned designation, or nass, through the Prophet a. It

is believed by Twelvers that the Twelve √Imms were foretold in

the ˘adıtƒ of the Twelve Successors which we have just mentioned.

It is further believed in Twelver and √Ism√ili Sƒıfiah √Islm that

fiaql (ﻞ% % % % % % %ﻘ% % % % % % %)ﻋ, or what we may call divine wisdom as such, was the

source of the souls of the the Prophets f and the √Imms f and

gave them an esoteric knowledge called ˛ikmah (ﺔ%ﻤ%ﻜ% )ﺣand that their

sufferings were a means of divine grace to their devotees. Although

the √Imm e was not the recipient of a divine revelation, he had a

close relationship with Allh u by which he was himself guided,

and the √Imm e in turn guides people. The √Imm e was also

guided by secret texts he had, such as al-Jafr and al-Jamifiah. This

belief in the Divine Guide is a fundamental tenet in the Twelver and

√Ism√ili branches and is based on the concept that Allh u would

not leave humanity without access to divine guidance.

According to Twelvers, there is always an √Imm e of the Age,

who is the divinely appointed authority on all matters of faith and

law in the Muslim community. fiAlı e was the first √Imm e of

this line, and in view of the statement of the Prophet a at G˛adir alKhumm (“Whose mawla I am, fiAlı is his mawla”), the rightful successor to the Prophet a, followed by male descendants of the

Prophet a through his daughter F†imah az-Zahra h. Each √Imm

e was the son of the previous √Imm e, with the exception of

˘usayn ibn fiAlı e, who was the brother of ˘asan ibn fiAlı e.

The twelfth and final √Imm e is Mu˛ammad al-Mahdi, son of

˘asan bin fiAlı al-Askari d, the Guided One, believed by Twelvers

to be still alive, but, due to the political climate, hidden or occcluded

until he reappears to bring justice and understanding to the world.



It is also necessary to know that all of the √Imms f met with an

unnatural death, with the exception of the last √Imm Mu˛ammad

al-Mahdi e, who the Twelvers believe is living in Occultation and,

as such, is from time to time in sublte contact with different people

in different places, all of whom are sworn to silence in this matter.

According to the Twelvers, √Imm Mu˛ammad al-Mahdi e was

born in 869 (15 Sƒafibn 255 AH) and assumed Imamate at 5 years

of age following the death of his father Hasan al-Askari e. In the

early years of his Imamate he would only contact his followers

through four deputies. After a 72-year period, known as the Minor

Occultation, a few days before the death of his fourth deputy, Abul

˘asan fiAlı ibn Mu˛ammad al-Samarri in 941, he is believed to

have sent his followers a letter in which he declared the beginning

of Major Occultation, during which al-Mahdi e is not in overt open

contact with his followers, though he has been seen by some.7

To understand the reason for occultation of al-Mahdi e one must

understand the political situation of the times. The dispute over the

right successor to Mu˛ammad e resulted in the formation of two

main schools, the Sunni and the Sƒifiah. The Sunni, or followers of

the Sunnah, accepted the caliphate and maintained the premise that

any devout Muslim could potentially become the successor to the

Prophet a if accepted by his peers. The Sƒifiah however, maintain

that only the person selected by Allh u and announced by the

Prophet a could become his successor, thus fiAlı e became the

religious authority for the Sƒifiah people. Militarily established and

holding control over the Umayyad (pronounced and spelled more

like “Umayya” in Arabic) government, many Sunni rulers perceived

the Sƒifiah as a threat, both to their political and religious authority.

The Sunni rulers under the Umayyads sought to marginalize the

Sƒifiah minority and later the Abbasids turned on the Sƒifiah and

further imprisoned, persecuted, and killed them. The persecution of

Sƒifiah throughout history by their Sunni co-religionists has been

characterized by brutal and genocidal acts. Comprising only around

12-18% of the entire Muslim population, to this day, the Sƒifiah

remain a marginalized community in many Sunni Arab dominant

countries without the rights to practice their religion and organize.

7.



As we have mentioned, followers of Sunni Islam and some minority Sƒifiah

(especially the √Isma√ilis) schools believe that al-Mahdi e has not yet been

born, and therefore his exact identity is only known to Allh u. Aside from

the precise genealogy of al-Mahdi e, Sunnis accept many of the same hadiths

Sƒifiah accept about the predictions regarding his emergence, his acts, and his

universal world Leadership.



The line of succession of the twelve √Imms

f and the given cause for their deaths.

fiAlı, Amir al-Mu'minin (1st Imam) murdered

al-˘asan (2nd Imam) poisoned

al-˘usayn (3rd Imam) killed in battle

fiAlı Zaynu'l-`Abidin (4th Imam) poisoned

Muhammad al-Baqir (5th Imam) poisoned

Jafifar as-Sadiq (6th Imam) poisoned

Musa al-Kazim (7th Imam) poisoned

fiAlı ar-Rida (8th Imam) poisoned

Mu˛ammad at-Taqi (9th Imam) poisoned

fiAlı al-Hadi (an-Naqi) (10th Imam) poisoned

al-˘asan al-√Askari (11th Imam) poisoned

Mu˛ammad al-Mahdi (12th Imam) occlusion

Throughout history, the Shi'a have faced persecution by many different political and religious authorities. Under the Umayyad and

Abbasid dynasties, who were at the forefront

of carrying out brutal atrocities, many Sƒifiah

would be imprisoned, persecuted and killed simply on account of

being Sƒifiah. The persecution carried out, predominantly by the adherents of the Sunni denomination, has often been characterized by

brutal and genocidal acts. Persecution under the rule of the Abbasid

caliphs also gave rise to the heavily practiced concept of taqiyyah

(dissimulation/ﺔ% %ﯿ% %ﻘ% % )ﺗwhich is a legal dispensation whereby believers

may conceal or even deny their faith and religion when they are under threat, persecution, or compulsion. Taqiyyah was developed to

protect Sƒifiah who were often in the minority and under pressure.

Taqiyyah can also be related to the esoteric nature of early Sƒifiah

√Islm. The knowledge (fiilm) given to the √◊√immah f had to be

protected and the truth must be hidden before the uninitiated or their

adversaries until the coming of the al-Mahdi e, when this knowledge and ultimate meaning can become known to everyone.

This last point brings up to what actually were the teachings of the

√◊√immah f beyond the role of providing commentary and interpretation of the Qur√an as well as guidance to their followers. If the

reader/listener will remember, in my earlier talk on Mu˛ammad a

as the Seal of the Prophets and Prophecy itself, I explicity brought together the two fields of Nubuwwah (ﻮﺓ% % % ﺒ% % % ﻨ% % %  )ﺍﻟand Walyah (ﺔ% % %  )ﻭﻻﻳor

Revelation and Explanation to explain their complimentaty nature.



In very simple terms we might give an example: the majority of

people do not understand astro-physics or mollecular biology and if

an ordinary person were to be given a standard graduate studies

textbook on either of these subjects or others like them (say quantum mechanics or bio-medical ethics) the chances are that, even

armed with a textbook, the reader would not really be able to understand what in the world was being discussed.

So now let’s take the Qur√n which is in fact an other worldly artifact. First of all it is written in Arabic, and though quite a few people can actually read it at most 25% (and that is being exceedingly

generous) can really understand the words themselves, never mind

what lies above and beyond in the depths of those words.

So as Muslims, though we can say, as fiUmar g did, “we have The

Book and that is sufficent for us”; in fact, though there are many

things we can understand, even in translation, such as don’t eat the

meat of dead animals or pigs, or don’t drink fermented beverages,

or fast during the month of Rama∂n or pay your zakat (√yt that

are Muhkamat, entirely clear and plain) etc. there is much more of

the Qur√n that we really don’t understand (Mutasƒabihah) such as

“Allh is the Light of the Heavens and the Earth.” (24:35). Question: does that mean the light coming from a light bulb is Allh u?)

or “Allh is seated on a throne” and “Wherever you turn there is the

face of Allh”, so how can that be that Allh u is in one place (His

Throne) and at the same time Allh u is everywhere?

Obviously one needs someone who knows what these √ayt mean

and who can explain them. That someone is called a “teacher” and

since these are spiritual matters we can call this person a wali or one

who is capable of practicing wilayat or explaining what is not known.

And that, precisely and with many more additional ramifications, is

who the A√immah f are: √awliyah-ullah or the Friends of Allh u.
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As “containing proof of the Lord, immunity for the servants and a

refutation of opponents and of falsehood. They cannot be changed

or altered from what they were meant for.” who also said, “As for

the unclear √yt, they can (but must not) be altered and changed, and

this is a test from Allh u to the servants, just as He tested them

with the allowed and prohibited things. So these √yt must not be

altered to imply a false meaning or be distorted from the truth.''



Therefore, Allh u said,
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So as for those in whose hearts there is a deviation

(meaning, those who are misguided and deviate from truth to

falsehood,)
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they follow that which is not entirely clear thereof



(meaning, they refer to the Mutasƒabiha, because they are able to alter its meanings to conform with their false interpretation since the

wordings of the Mutasƒabiha encompass such a wide area of meaning. As for the Mu˛kam √yat, they cannot be altered because they

are clear and, thus, constitute unequivocal proof against the misguided people. This is why Allh u said such people are)
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seeking Fitnah

(dissension, argument, confusion etc.)

(meaning, they seek to misguide their followers by pretending to

prove their innovation by relying on the Qur√n – the Mutasƒabihah

of it – but, this is proof against and not for them. For instance,

Christians might claim that fiIs e is divine because Allh u calls

him in Qur√n “Ru˛ullh” or the Spirit of Allh and also calls him

“His Word” (kalimatahu), which He gave to Maryam h, all the

while ignoring other statements,)
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fiIs was not more than a servant. We granted Our favor to him.
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(Truly, the likeness of fiIs before Allah is the likeness of Adam.

He created him from dust, then (He) said to him: “Be!” and he was.)

There are other √yt that clearly assert that fiIs e is but one of the

creatures of Allh u and that he is the servant and Messenger of

Allh u, among other Messengers.

The statement of Allh u,
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inner meanings to alter them as they desire



A˛mad recorded that √Afiisƒah j said, “The Prophet a recited,
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It is He Who has sent down to you the Book.

In it are verses that are entirely clear,

they are the foundations of the Book;

and others not entirely clear

until he a reached,
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Men of understanding)

and he said,
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When you see those who argue in it (using the Mutashabihat),

then they are those whom Allh u meant:

Therefore, beware of them.”'

al-Bukƒarı recorded a similar ˛adıtƒ in the Tafsir of this Ayah ﴾3:7﴿,

as did Muslim in the book of Qadr (the Divine Will) in his ∑a˛ı˛.

Abu Daud in the Sunnah section of his Sunan, from `√Afiisƒah j;

"The Messenger of Allah recited this Ayah,
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It is He Who has sent down to you the Book.

In it are verses that are entirely clear, — until,
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And none remember except those of understanding.

He then said,
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ﹺ

ﻮﻥﻣﺎ ﹶﺗ ﹶﺸ ﹶﺎﺑﻪ ﹺﻣ ﹾﻨ ﹸﻪ؛

ﻳﻦ ﹶﻳ ﱠﺘ ﹺﺒ ﹸﻌ ﹶﹶ

} ﹶﻓﺈ ﹶﺫﺍ ﹶﺭﺃ ﹾﻳﺖﺍﻟﺬ ﹶ

ﹶ

ﻓ ﹸﺄﻭ ﹺﻟﺌ ﹶ ﱠ ﹺ

{ﻭﻫﻢ

ﹶ

ﺎﺣ ﹶﺬ ﹸﺭ ﹸ

ﻳﻦ ﹶ ﱠﲰﻰ ﹸ

 ﹶﻓ ﹾ،ﺍﷲ

ﻚﺍﻟﺬ ﹶ



When you see those who follow what is not so clear of the Qur'an,

then they are those whom Allh described, so beware of them.

This is the wording recorded by al-Bukƒarı and can serve as a short

example of a classical exegesis (tafsir) of a few √yt of the Qur√n.

Tafsır is generally understood as being a more outer meaning of an

√yt but when we talk of the teachings of the A√immah f then we

are talking of ta√wıl or the deep intense inner meanings of Qur√n.



And this for twelve generations was one of the services which the

A√immah f provided for those in the community who were prepared to obey Allh a and His Prophet a when he said, “Whose

mawla I am Alı is his mawla.” Because, as we said earlier, it was one

“mind” or one “heart” or one “understanding” in a multiple of bodies.

It is necessary to repeat that according to the theology of Twelvers,

the successor of Mu˛ammad a is an infallible human being who

not only rules over the community with justice, but also is able to

keep and interpret the complete Sƒarıfiah (ﺔ% % % % ﻌ% % % % ﺮﻳ% % % %  )ﺷand its esoteric

meaning. The Prophet a and words and deeds of the √◊√immah f

are a guide and model for the community to follow; as a result, they

must be free from error and sin, and must be chosen by divine decree, or nass, directly transmitted through the through Prophet a

and his Successors f. Furthermore it is believed that Mu˛ammad

a designated all 12 successors by name and that they inherited a

special knowledge of the true meaning of the scripture that was

passed from father to son, beginning with the Prophet a himself.

And also to repeat that in the S˛ifiah school it is believed that fiAql

(ﻞ% % % ﻘ% % % )ﻋ, a divine wisdom, is the pre-eternal source of the souls of the

prophets and imams f who were given esoteric knowledge, called

˘ikmah, (ﺔ% ﻤ% ﻜ% ﺤ%  )ﺍﻟand that their sufferings in this world as a result or

persecution were a means of divine grace to their devotees. Although the √Imm e is not a recipient of a divine revelation he has

close relationship with Allh u, through which Allh u guides

him, and the √Imm e in turn guides the people. The √Immat, or

belief in the divine guide is a fundamental belief in S˛ıfiah √Islm

and is based on the concept that Allh u would not leave humanity

without access to divine guidance and direct spiritual instruction.

I repeat the two paragraphs above because it is necessary to really

understand the basis of where the Sƒifiah are rooted.

Follwing are a sample of what came out of their mouths.

√Imm fiAlı Ibn Abi ‡lib e,the first Imam said.

“There is never a successful outcome in treating people unjustly.”

“It is love which brings those closer who are remote by ancestry,

and it is (the absence of) love which causes dissociation between

those who are related by ancestry.”

√Imam al-˘asan Ibn fiAlı al-Mujtaba e, the second Imam said.

“Never will a people be salvaged who win the consent of their fellow creatures at the cost of the dissatisfaction of the Creator”.



√Imm al-˘usayn Ibn fiAlı e, the third √Imm, said.

“The greatest right which is on you is from Allh Himself and this

is the root of all other rights. The greatest right of Allh on you is to

worship Him without associating anything with Him. If you do that

with purity of heart, He promises to give you sufficiently what you

need here and in the next world.”

√Imm fiAlı Ibn al-˘usayn as-Sajjad e, the fourth √Imm, said:

“Imm Mu˛ammad al-Baqir e once said to one of his companions:

“Oh Jabir, it is not enough that a person says; I am a Sƒifiah and I

love the Prophet a and his family and the √Imms f. By Allh u

a Sƒifiah is one who is perfectly pious and obedient to the commands of Allh u. Anyone else is not a Sƒifiah no matter how

much they say they love √Imm fiAlı e and no matter what they

call themselves. Oh Jabir our Sƒifiah are known by these signs: (a)

They are truthful, trustworthy and loyal; (b) They always remember

(dƒikr) Allh u; (c) They offer their prayers, observe fasts, and recite Qur√an; (d) They help their neighbors, take care of orphans, and

say nothing but good of people; (e) They act with utmost politeness,

concern and care towards their parents; (f) They are worthy of the

trust and confidence of their fellow human beings.”

√Imm Mu˛ammad al-Baqir e, the fifth √Imm, said:

“The most perfect of men in intellect is the best of them in ethics.”

√Imm Jafifar Ibn Mu˛ammad as-∑diq e, the sixth √Imm, said:

“Whenever people committed new sins which they didn't use to do,

Allh u gives them new afflictions which they didn't expect"

√Imm Müs Ibn Jafifar al-Kazim e, the seventh √Imm, said:

“The one (al-˘usayn e) for whom the day of Asƒura is a day of

tragedy, grief and weeping, Allh u Mighty and Glorious, shall

make the Day of Judgment, a day of joy and happiness for him”.

√Imm fiAlı Ibn Müs ar-Ri∂ e, the eighth √Imm, said:

at-Tawbah (G–d consciousness or awareness of Allh/ )ﺍﻟﺘــﻮﺑـﺔdepends

upon four things: sincere regrets, verbal asking of forgiveness

(√istigƒfr/)ﺍﺳﺘﻐﻔﺎﺭ, deeds and determination never to repeat the sin”.

√Imm Mu˛ammad Ibn fiAlı aj-Jawad e, the ninth √Imm, said:

“No one can describe Allh u with attributes other than those with

which He describes Himself. How can anyone describe Him when

senses are too short to perceive Him, illusions are too short to comprehend Him, ideas are too short to mark Him, and sights are too

short to appreciate Him?”



“He is remote in His nearness and near in His remoteness. He created the how without being asked “how?” and founded the where

without being asked “where?” He is not in how and where. He is the

One and Only. Exalted be His Majesty and sacred be His Names”.

√Imm Alı Ibn Mu˛ammad al-Hadi e, the tenth √Imm, said:

“A time will come when the people’s faces would be laughing (exalting) and their hearts would be dark, bleak and dirty. The sunnah

to them would be innovation and heresy and innovation would be

(considered) sunnah among them. The faithful would be belittled

and debased among them, and the transgressor would be honorable

and respectful among them. Their lords and chiefs would be ignorant and aggressive. And the religious scholars would be on the

threshold of the aggressors and tyrants.”

√Imm ˘asan Ibn fiAlı al-Askari e, the eleventh √Imm, said:

“When Allh u permits us (i.e. the Ahlu-l-Bayt) to speak, truth

will prevail and falsehood will vanish.”

√Imm Mu˛ammad Ibn ˘asan al-Ma˛di e, the twelfth √Imm, says:

“People are slaves to the world, and as long as they live favorable

and comfortable lives, they are loyal to religious principles. However, in hard times, the times of trials, true religious people are scarce.”

√Imm al-˘usayn e, the third holy √Imm, said:

“Everything has a foundation, and the foundation of √Islam is love

of the Ahlu-l-Bayt”.

The Prophet s says,

“If man perceived his death and its speed towards him, he would

certainly detest the world and its fragile hopes.”

√Imm fiAlı e says:

“A free man remains free under all circumstances. He will be patient if he suffers from a calamity. He will not break down if he is

stormed with catastrophes, even if he is captured in war, or is hurt

and his comfort turns into hardship. An example is the Prophet

Yusuf e, who was sold, imprisoned and tortured, but his freedom

was not affected in the least. The darkness of the well (in which he

was left by his brothers), and whatever else that happened to him

did not hurt him at all. Then Allh u honored him and turned the

tables. He made the oppressor who ruled over him his servant. He

appointed Yusuf e as His Prophet, and brought His Mercy upon a

nation through him.”



“This is an example of practicing the art of patience well. You

should be patient, too. You will be victorious. Remain patient until

you receive divine rewards.”

√Imm Jafifar Ibn Mu˛ammad aß-∑dıq, e the sixth √Imm, said:

“If you scold a child, be sure to leave him room to turn away from

his wrong action. In thisway you do not leave him with obstinacy as

his only way ou.”

√Imm fiAlı Ibn Abi ‡lib e says that the Prophet a said:

“Oh F†imah! Every eye shall be weeping on the Day of Judgment

except the eye which has shed tears over the tragedy of al-˘usayn

e for surely, that eye shall be laughing and shall be given the glad

tidings of the bounties and comforts of Paradise.” Bihar al-Anwar,

Volume 44 page 193

√Imm fiAlı Ibnu-l-˘usayn e, Zaynul-fiAbidin e, the fourth √Imm

said: “Every Mu√min (believer), whose eyes shed tears upon the

killing of al-˘usayn e and his companions, such that the tears roll

down his cheeks, Allh u shall accommodate him in the elevated

rooms of paradise.” (Yannbe√ al-Mawaddah, pg.: 429.)

The Prophet a said:

“I am leaving among you that which if you hold onto you will never

go astray after me. One of them is greater than the other. It is the

Book of Allh, a rope stretching from the heaven to the earth. The

other is my √itrah (progeny), my Ahlu-l-Bayt. The two will never be

separated until they reach me at the Pond (al-haw∂/ﻮﺽ% % % %ﺤ% % % %)ﺍﻟ. Watch

closely how you treat them both after me.” Sunan al-Tirmid˛ı 5/663

No. 3788; ∑a˛ı˛ Muslim, 031:5920

√Imm Ali Ibn Abi Talib e the first √Imm said:

“I have never argued with an ignorant fool and won; nor have I argued with a rational person and lost.”

“Oh people, know that maturity in religion lies in the pursuit of

knowledge and putting it into practice. Indeed! The pursuit of knowledge is more incumbent upon you than endeavor for livelihood; for,

your livelihood has been apportioned and guaranteed by Allh the

Just One and will be provided to you. Knowledge is stored with its

possessors and you have been commanded to acquire it from them.”

These are just a few more or less random sayings culled from the

talk of the √Aimmah to give the reader/listener a taste of where they

are coming from. If you want to know more there are a plethora of

books, videos and websites available containing their wisdom.



One of the reasons I am writing this bayan is that I, like many Muslims, am sickened by the wars and killings in Syria, Pakistan, al-Iraq,

Lebanon, Afghanistan, Yemen, Ægypt etc of Muslims killing Muslims because of sectarian differences, The Prophet a said that “The

differences is my community are a blessing,” There are various versions of this statement. In some versions it is mentioned, “The difference of opinions among my Companions is a mercy for you.” Or

“The difference of opinions of my Companions is a mercy for my

√Ummah.”8 √Islm teaches that when there is a scholarly disagreement on a certain issue, it is impermissible to condemn a person

who follows a position that is different from one’s own. The requirement to command the right and forbid the wrong does not apply when there is √Ikƒtilf upon a position.

It should be clear to any thinking Muslim that the present situation

of Suunis vs. Sƒifiah etc is a failed and ultimately destructive position for our √Ummah. In the end all face the same qiblah, we all use

the same Book, we all have the same Prophet a and we all say,

L √illaha √illah Allh…and according to ∑a˛i˛ ˘adıth “whoever

says there is no god but Allah will enter the garden.“ (ﺎﻙ%ﻨ%ﻮﻝ ﻫ%ﻘ%ﻦ ﻳ%ﻞ ﻣ%ﻛ

ﺔ% %ﻨ% %ﺠ% %ﻞ ﺍﻟ% %ﻪ ﺩﺧ% %ﻠ% %ﻪ ﺇﻻ ﺍﻟ% %)ﺇﺫﺍ ﻻ ﺇﻟ9 10 so what in the end is all this killing, rape,

murder, torture, kidnapping, extortion, corruption all about?

This madness is mainly driven by ignorance and the sƒay†anic statement “I am better than he is”, as well as by those people seeking

fame or fortune who believe and act on the rule, “Divide and Conquer”. We need to learn about and from each other for that is the

way of the Prophet a who was (and is) Mercy (ra˛mah) to all beings.

8.



These is disagreement on the authenticity or strength of this ˛adıtƒ but this

disagreement is mainly connected to the strength of the narration rather

rather the actual words or wording of the ˛adıtƒ itself and it continues to be

widely quoted all across the Muslim world. For instnace just recently in

Nigeria we find the following legal opinion (fatwa) advanced, “According to

a saying of Prophet Muhammad the differences of opinion (√Ikƒtilaf)

between his faithful (√Ummah) constitute a form a blessing (see A.A. Oba,

Islamic Law as Customary Law: The Changing Perspective in Nigeria,

International and Comparative Law Journal 51 (2002) 817).

9. The Prophet a said: “Whoever says: there is no god but Allh enters

Paradise.” Tabarani narrated it from Abu Dharr in the Kabir (7:55), Ibn

Hibban in his ∑a˛ı˛ (31), al-Hakim in his Mustadrak (4:251), al-Mundhiri in

at-Targƒib (2:422), al-Haythami in Majmafi az-Zaw√id (1:18), Ibn `Adi

(7:2639), Abu Nufiaym in the Hilya (7:174), and al-Bazzar from fiUmar.

10. The Prophet a said: “Whoever says there is no god but Allh enters Paradise

even if he commits adultery and even if he steals (i.e. even if he commits

great sins).” (Nasa'i, Tabarani and others from Abu al-Darda' - judged ßa˛ı˛).



So I write these bayan in the hope they will be an aid to that understanding and that we will all become members of the ideal community of the middle way in accordance with the words of Allh u.



ﻭﻛ ﹶ ﹺ

ﺎﻛ ﹾﻢ ﹸﺃ ﱠﻣ ﹰﺔﻭﺳ ﹰﻄ ﹺﺎ ﹼﻟ ﹶﺘ ﹸﻜﻮ ﹸﻧﻮﺍ ﹸﺷﻬ ﹶﺪﺍﺀ ﹶﻋ ﹶﻠﻰﺍ ﱠﻟﻨ ﹺ

ﺎﺱ

ﻚﺟﻌ ﹾﻠ ﹶﻨ

ﺬٰﻟ

ﹶ

ﹸ

ﹶ ﹶ

ﹶﹶ

ﹶ ﹶ

ﹶ ﹶ

ﻮﻝ ﹶﻋ ﹶﻠ ﹾﻴ ﹸﻜ ﹾﻢ ﹶﺷ ﹺﻬ ﹰﻴﺪﺍ

ﻮﻥﺍ ﱠﻟﺮ ﹸﺳ ﹸ

ﹶﻭ ﹶﻳ ﹸﻜ ﹶ



wa kadƒalika jafialnakum √ummatan wasatan

li takünü sƒuhad√a fiala-n-nsi

wa yaküna-r-rasülu fialaykum sƒahıda

In this way We have made you a community of the center,

[or the middle way or the way of the heart]

so that you may act as witnesses against mankind

and the Messenger as a witness against you.

(Süratu-l-Baqarah 2:143)



So I deeply encourage all my readers and listeners to look more

deeply and study and read about that which you may not yet know

in the hopes that the knowledge you will receive will bring about

peace and reconcilliation within the Muslim community.



!"#



Here I would like to speak and write more about that middle way of

˛aqiqah that joins the ∂ƒhir and the btin.

That realm or dimension of the center where the light by which He

guides conjoins the light to which one is guided, the person sees the

realm of the heavens and the earth and he perceives the secret of

destiny – (qa∂r) – how it controls created things – and this is His a

saying: ‘Light upon Light’” (24:35) “…an essential point in the

heart, equivalent to the pupil in the eye which is the locus of vision…; if there is rust on the heart the existence of this point will

not be manifest. All of the spirits (arwa˛) which are in the human

being, such as Intelligence and others, anticipate the witnessing of

this point. Thus, when the heart becomes polished through meditation, dƒikr, and (Qur√n) recitation then this point will become apparent. When it manifests that which is in it which parallels the essential presence of Allh u,11 there spreads out from that point a

light because of the theophany, and it flows to all corners of the

physical body and captivates the mind and more. Then the light and

its rays fill the eyes of the heart, dazzling them.”

11.



Neither My Heavens nor My Earth contain Me, but the heart of My

Believing Servant contains Me. (m wasifianı ar∂ı wa l sam√ı wa lkin

wasifianıee qalbi fiabdi-l-mu√min.) (ﺳﻌﻨــﻲ ﻗﻠــﺐ ﻋﺒــﺪﻱ

ﺳﻤـﺎﺋـﻲ ﻭ ـﻟﻜـﻦ ﻭ ـ

ﺳﻌﻨــﻲ ﺃﺭﺿـﻲ ﻭﻻ ـ

ﻣـﺎ ﻭ ـ

˘( ) ﺍﻟﻤﺆﻣﻦadıt˛ al-Qudsi, al-√I˛ya of √Imm al-Gƒazalı)



Whereas Sunnis believe that al-Mahdı e is yet to be born (or born

but not manifest) and Sƒifiah believe he is born and alive but in occultation and therefore unavailable to believers – both schools believe his coming or returning will not take place without untold suffering and world-wide cataclysm, the people of ˛aqiqah – people of

the community of the middle believe he is to be found in the heart.



ﻭﻛ ﹶ ﹺ

ﺎﻛ ﹾﻢ ﹸﺃ ﱠﻣ ﹰﺔﻭﺳ ﹰﻄ ﹺﺎ ﹼﻟ ﹶﺘ ﹸﻜﻮ ﹸﻧﻮﺍ ﹸﺷﻬ ﹶﺪﺍﺀ ﹶﻋ ﹶﻠﻰﺍ ﱠﻟﻨ ﹺ

ﺎﺱ

ﻚﺟﻌ ﹾﻠ ﹶﻨ

ﺬٰﻟ

ﹶ

ﹸ

ﹶ ﹶ

ﹶ

ﹶ

ﹶ

ﹶ ﹶ

ﹶ

ﻮﻝ ﹶﻋ ﹶﻠ ﹾﻴ ﹸﻜ ﹾﻢ ﹶﺷ ﹺﻬ ﹰﻴﺪﺍ

ﻮﻥﺍ ﱠﻟﺮ ﹸﺳ ﹸ

ﹶﻭ ﹶﻳ ﹸﻜ ﹶ



wa kadƒlika jafialnkum √ummatan wasa†an

li-takünü sƒuhad√a fiala-n-nsi

wa yaküna-r-rasülu fialaykum sƒahıd

In this way We have made you a community of the middle,

so that you may act as witnesses against mankind

and the Messenger as a witness against you.

(Süratu-l-Baqara 2:143)



Amir-Moessi writes that, ar-Rufiya bi-l-qalb which might be translated as “vision with the heart” or “vision in the heart,” appears to

be a spiritual application of facts relating to the √Imm’s e pre-existential luminous entity, its doctrinal foundation being found in

cosmogonic elements of √Immology and in certain aspects of

√Immite theology. This idea…founded on what might be called

“subtle anatomy,” leads into an anthropological dimension of

√Immism and reveals another little-studied subject, that of the early

practices of √Immı spirituality…and the question of the vision of

Allh u. This problem, its possiblity or impossibility, its modalities, its realization on earth or in the other world, its relationship to

the more general problem of the manifestation of Allh u and the

discussions and polemics related to them, occupy countless pages of

Muslim theology and, indeed, constitute important chapters of it.

The √Immite position is marked by two complementary ideas, and

its originality is due to the place it accords here again to the √Imm

e, on the one hand, and going beyond speculative theological reasoning to arrive at a lived, contemplative, and direct interior experience on the other. Imamites thus believe that they avoid the two

“traps” of tasƒbıh and ta√tıl12. First, the impossibility of ocular vision of Allh, in this world as well as in the other, is professed.

12. assimilationism that tends to anthropomorphize or materialize the Divine

Being, and agnosticism that tends to strip Allh u of any ontological

consistency



He writes “In one of the stories of √Imm Jafifar e, which he claims

comes from his ‘fathers’, the earlier √Imms f, it is reported that

once the Prophet a encountered a man who was praying with his

eyes raised to the sky. He said to the man: “Lower your eyes, for

you will not see Him.” Brought by a disciple to the house of the

eighth √Imm, the traditionist Abü Qurra said to the √Imm, “It is

said that Allh u divided Hearing [kalm, lit. ‘the Word’ although

here it is a case of hearing the Divine Word] and Vision between

two Prophets d; Hearing went to Müs e, and Vision went to

Mu˛ammad a. ar-Ridâ e replied: “But who was it that preached

divine revelation to the jinn and to men: ‘Sight can not reach Him,

but He can reach sight.’ (Qur√n 6:103), ‘they do not encompass

Him at all with their sight.’ ‘Nothing is like Him’ (Qur√n 42:11)?

Was it not Mu˛ammad a?…Then how could he have said that I have

seen Allh u with my eyes, that I have encompassed Him with my

knowledge, or that Allh u has a form? Aren’t you ashamed? No,

heretics [zandiqa] cannot accuse the Prophet a of contradiction.”

“Allh u, as such in His quiddity, is the thing on the subject of

which man cannot speak save but negatively by refusing everything

that might give a conceivable representation (apophatically). Actually, in the traditions of a purely theological character, there is a

whole series of negations in the words of √Imms f on the subject

of Allh u: negation of a conception of body or form (jism/surah)

negation of space (makn), of time (zamn), of immobility and

movement (sukün/haraka), of descent and ascent (nuzül/su√üd), of

qualification and representation (tawsıf /tamtƒıl), and so on.”

Allh u, however, in His infinite mercy, wanted His creatures to

be able to know Him, and gave Himself a certain number of names,

or attributes; some of these attributes concern the Essence of Allh

u (dƒt), while others are attributes of His Act (faifil): attributes of

Essence are those that Allh u has given Himself for all eternity,

absolutely without the presence of their opposites: Allh u is always living (˛ayy) and He can never be otherwise; He has always

been knowing (fialım) and can absolutely not be unknowing; likewise, He is just, powerful, seeing, and so forth (kataphatic reality as

opposed to apophatic reality ). The attributes of Act did not become

necessary until after creation; they are those whose opposites can

also qualify Allh u: He is indulgent (√afuww) but also vengeful

(muntaqim), He can be satisfied (rdı) but also angry (skƒit), and

so forth. which is what is meant by His u kataphatic reality



These attributes, revealed to humanity in the Most Beautiful Names

of Allh u, have places of manifestation, “vehicles” or “organs” so

that they can be applied to the entirety of creation and to humanity

in particular, “organs” thanks to which they become efficient and

act upon the created plan. These “vehicles of attributes”, these “active organs” of Allh u are the √◊√immah f. Throughout their

sayings, they f unceasingly and indefatigably repeat that “we are

the eye (fiayn) of Allh u, we are the hand (yad) of Allh u, we

are His face (wajh), His heart (qalb), His tongue (lisn), His ear

(√udƒn). . . We are the Most Beautiful Names of Allh u.”

It is through these “organs” that the creatures and humans in particular are led to know the attributes of Allh u. Thus, two ontological plans of the Divine Being can be distinguished: the first is the

plan of Essence, indescribable, inconceivable, beyond all intelligence, intuition, or thought; this is the plan of the Unknowable, of

Allh u (Deus absconditus) in His vertiginous, unmanifested concealment. Theother is the plan of Acts performed by the organs of

Allh u, the A√immah f, instruments capable of making known

to the creatures what can be known of Allh u; this is the plan of

the manifest Allh u, (Deus revelatus), of the unknown aspiring to

be known. It is also to support this sense that the √Imm e is described as being the “Proof of Allh u” (hujjatu-llh), the “Vicar

of Allh u” (kƒaıfatu-llâh), the “Path of Allh u” (sirtu-llâh), the

“Gateway to Allh u” (bbu-llâh), or described by such Qur√nic

expressions as “the Supreme Sign” (al-√yatu-l-kubr) (79:20), “the

August Symbol” (al-mathala-l-afil) (16:60), “the Most Solid Handhold” (al-urwatu-l-wutƒq), (2:256 and 31:22)

One might wonder whether in this division between Essence and

Organ if there is a transposition, on the divine level, of the omnipresent division of all reality into al-b†in and a∂ƒ-∂ƒhir.

The esoteric, the hidden aspect not manifested by Allh u would

thus become His Essence, eternally inaccessible; His Organs, that

is, His exoteric, His revealed aspect, would be the √Imm e in his

ontological sense, including His historical manifestations, that is,

the imams of all ages. So knowledge of the reality of the √Imm is

the equivalent to knowledge of that which can be known of Allh u.

In the words of al-˘usayn e, “Allh u created His servants so that

they might know Him, for when they know Him they worship Him

and thus free themselves from the worship of anything that is not

Him by the truth of “they they know Him.” and not some other.



Someone then asked: “What is knowledge of Allh u?” “It is, for

the people of each age, knowledge of the √Imm e to whom they

owe both obeisance and obedience.”

Here we begin to touch on the very heart of the matter.

“He who dies without recognizing the √Imm e of his time dies

the death of ignorance (jahiliyah).”

“He who dies without bayafiah dies the death of Jahilyah.” Mußnad

A˛mad bin Hanbal, Vol. 4 page 94 Hadith 16271; Kanz ul Ummal,

Vol. 1 hadith 463 &amp; 464; Mußnad Abu Daud, ˘adıtƒ 2013;

“Whoever dies without being bound by the oath of allegiance

(bayfiah), dies the death of the time of ignorance.” [∑a˛ıh Muslim]

This oath of allegiance (bayfiah) is directly incumbent upon the

leaders of the Muslim community (ahl al-hal wa al-√aqd) and must

be given on the authority of the Qurfin and Sunnah according to the

conditions set forth in √Islmic Law.

Even though the individual in this case does not give the oath of

allegiance directly, he is bound by it. He is required to obey in all

matters that do not entail disobedience to Allh u.

“Knowing” in this context does not mean just knowing their names

and persons, but it means recognizing the fact that they are the

authorities after the Prophet a, as he himself has said: “Whoever

dies not knowing the √Imm of his time surely dies the death of the

age of ignorance,” and the meaning of knowing them is loving them

and their wilayat is the love and it is that wilayat that is obligatory

upon “those who follow righteousness and goodness.”

Here we must add a few words on wilayat.

Wilayat is derived from wila√, meaning power, authority or a right

of certain kind. In this context “wilayat” is the authority invested in

the Prophet a and then fiAlı e (as a result of the event of Gƒadir

al-Kƒumm) and, then, his immediate successors and their deputies

as f the true representatives of Allh u on this earth.

Wilayat has four dimensions:

The right of love and devotion (wilayatu-l-mu˛abbah): This right

places the Muslims under the obligation of loving the Ahlu-l-Bayt

f. √Imm fiAlı e said, “By Allh, the One who has spilt the grain

and created the soul, verily the Prophet a has promised that none

shall love me but the believer and none shall hate me but the

hypocrite.” Jabir bin fiAbdullah al-Anßari g and Abu Safiíd alKƒudarı g, two famous companions of the Prophet, used to say:

“We did not identify the hypocrites but by their hatred for fiAlı.”



Love for the Ahlu-l-Bayt is enshrined in verse 42:23



ﱠ ﻻ ﹶﺃ ﹾﺳ ﹶﺄﹸﻟ ﹸﻜﻢﻋ ﹶﻠﻴ ﹺﻪ ﹶﺃﺟﺮ ﱠﺍ ﹺﺇﻻﺍ ﹾﳌﻮﺩ ﹺﺓﰲﺍ ﹾﻟﻘﺮﺑﻰ

ٰ ﹾ ﹶ ﹾ ﹾ ﹰ ﹶ ﹶ ﱠ ﹶ ﹸ ﹾﹶ



l √as√alukum fialayhi √ajåran √illa-l-mawaddata fı- l-qurba

I do not ask any reward of you (for my teachings)

but the love of those who are near

(al-qurb = my kin).

Further dimensions include the authority of spiritual guidance (wilayatu-l-√immat): this reflects the power and authority of the Ahlul Bayt f in guiding their followers in spiritual matters.

The authority in socio-political guidance (wilayatu-l-zifiamat): this

dimension of wilayat reflects the right that the Ahlu-l Bayt f have

to lead the Muslims in social and political aspects of life.

And finally the authority of the universal nature (wilayatu-ltasarruf): this dimension reflects universal power over the entire

universe that the Prophet a and Ahlu-l Bayt f have been vested

with by the grace of Allh u.



!"#



As we said in relation to the question of the vision of Allh u. This

problem, its possiblity or impossibility, its modalities, its realization

on earth or in the other world, its relationship to the more general

problem of the manifestation of Allh u and the discussions and

polemics related to them, occupy countless pages of Muslim theology but in the end it all just goes round and round between the

apophatic and kataphatic vision of Reality.

Amir-Moessi says “Our position is marked by two complementary

ideas, and its originality is due to the place it accords here again to

the √Imm (as ‘organ’ or teacher or the one who clarifies or makes

known what is unknown), on the one hand, and going beyond speculative theological reasoning to arrive at a lived, contemplative, and

direct interior experience on the other. We believe that it is possible

to avoid the two "traps" of tashbîh and ta'tîl.13 or anthropomorphism

(tasƒbıh) or by (ta√tıl) which is to absolutely deny any attributes to

Allh u. (“there is nothing like Him”)”

The important phrase in the above which the reader should note is:

“going beyond speculative theological reasoning to arrive at a lived,

contemplative, and direct interior experience.”

13. Again remember that assimilationism that tends to anthropomorphize or

materialize the Divine Being, and agnosticism tends to strip Allh u of any

ontological consistency



Backing up again let us reiterate that for the Sunnis, the √Imm e

of the time who is necesssarily al-Mahdi e, is not yet born or may

be born but is still under the age of 40 and living unknown to the

people until it is time for him to manifest; and the Sƒifiah position is

that he is born, and has been alive for almost a thousand years,14 but

is in Occultation and will not appear until the “time is right”.

But if the one or the other is correct then how does one explain,

more importantly, realize the truth of “He who dies without recognizing the √Imm e of his time dies the death of ignorance

(jahiliyah); or “He who dies without bayafiah dies the death of

Jahilyah.” Musnad A˛mad bin Hanbal, Vol. 4 p. 94 Hadith 16271;

Kanzu-l-Ummal, Vol. 1 hadith 463/464; Musnad Abu Daud, ˘adıtƒ

2013; or “Whoever dies without being bound by the oath of allegiance (bayfiah), dies the death of the time of ignorance.” [Muslim]

And couple that back to: “arriving at a lived, contemplative, and direct interior experience which means an actual real experience of the

√Imm e.”

In short how do you give your bayfiah to someone who is not here

or not present or in occultation or hidden? Because if you can’t you

will surely die the death of the age of ignorance as one who is jahl.

The answer is to be found in ar-Rufiya bi-l-qalb.

“The A√mmah f state insistently that Allh u can be seen with

the heart. Yafiqub bin Is˛aq said, “I questioned Abû Muhammad*

(the eleventh imam, al-˘asan al-√Askarı e) in writing: ‘How can a

servant, not seeing his Lord, worship the Lord?' He replied by hand:

‘Abü Yûsuf! My master and lord, He whose benefits have honored

my ancestors and myself is too transcendent to be seen.’ I then

asked: ‘And the Prophet? Has he seen the Lord?’ He replied by

hand: ‘Allh u has made visible to the heart of His Messenger what

He has wanted to show of the light of His Majesty.’” One of the

Khawrij asked the fifth √Imm, Abû Jafifar al-Bqir: "”O Abû Jafifar, what do you worship?’” [I worship] Allh u Most High.” “Have

you seen Him?” He can not be seen with the eyes, but hearts can see

Him through the realities of faith; Allh u cannot be known by

analogy or apprehended by the senses or compared to humans; He is

described by signs, recognized by indices – by traces (ﺎﺭ% )ﺍﺛ.” This vision with the heart is presented not only as possible, but necessary,

constituting one of the indispensable conditions of true faith.

14. some people balk at al-Mahdi e being alive for a thousand years but routinely

express or accept that the Prophet Nüh e lived 1050 years, not to mention

Adam e who lived 930 years and what of the ‘life’ of Kƒidr e?



A Jewish religious scholar (hibr) asked fiAlı e, “Oh prince of believers! Do you see the Lord when you devote yourself to worship?”

fiAlı e replied, “Beware! I would not worship a G-d that I could

not see.”

“But how did you see Him?” asked the scholar. fiAlı e said “Beware! the eyes cannot see Him with the glance; it is rather hearts

that see Him through the realities of faith.”

Vision is possible only when there is similarity of nature between

the seeing subject and the seen object!

Allh u, in his Essence, remains a “thing” absolutely different

from other things; what remains forever invisible is the divine

Essence, since it transcends absolutely everything, including vision.

But at the same time, Allh u, in His manifested aspect (the

“signs”, the “indices”, “the traces (atƒar/ ﺎﺭ% % % % ”)ﺍﺛsaid the fifth √Imm

e) is visible to the heart of the “believer”. The two “phases” of the

theory of the vision of Allh u are illustrated by two speeches of

Jafifar aß-∑diq e; the first comes in a commentary concerning the

request by Müs e to see Allh u:



ﻭ ﹶﳌﺎﺟﺎﺀﻣﻮﺳ ﹺ

ﺎﻝ ﹶﻟﻦ ﹶﺗﺮ ﹺﺍﻧﻲ

ﺎﻝﺭ ﹺ ﹼﺏ ﹶﺃ ﹺﺭ ﹺﻧﻲ ﹶﺃﻧﻈﹸ ﺮ ﹺﺇ ﹶﻟﻴﻚﻗ

ﻰ ﹺﳌﻴﻘ ﹺﺎﺗﻨﺎﻭﻛ ﱠﻠﻤﻪﺭﺑﻪﻗ

ﹾ ﹾ ﹶﹶ ﹶ ﹶ

ﹶﱠ ﹶ ﹶ ﹸ ﹶ ٰ ﹶ ﹶ ﹶ ﹶ ﹶ ﹸ ﹶ ﱡ ﹸ ﹶ ﹶ ﹶ

Wa lamma j√a müs li-mıqtin wa kallamahu rabbuhu

qala rabbi arinee an∂ƒur √ilayka qala lan tarnı

When Müs arrived at the appointed time

his Lord spoke to him, he [Müs] said:

“Oh Lord, reveal Yourself to me that I may behold You.”

[Allh said] “You cannot see Me”

(Surat al-√Afirf 7:143)



The √Imm e says, “In relation to the Lord, three things are impossible for servants: manifestation (theophany/at-tajallı/ﯽ% % ﻠ% % ﺠ% % )ﺗ, access

(wasla), and knowledge (mafirifah); for no eye can see Him, no

heart can reach Him, no intellect can know Him.” Elsewhere, the

√Imm e gives this reply to a disciple who asked him about the

raptures (gƒshiyah /ﺔ% %ﻴ% %ﺎﺷ% % )ﻏthat the Prophet a was in when revelation “descended upon” him: “It was when there was no longer anyone [to be understood as the absence of the angel of revelation] between Allh u, and him; it was when Allh u showed Himself to

him.” The first speech concerns the divine Essence, not manifested

and not manifestable, eternally unattainable, unknowable, inconceivable; the second looks toward the revealed Allh u, (Deus revelatus), His sign, His symbol, “His trace” that is to say, His ‘organ”

i.e. the √Imm e, The Divine Guide.



“What can be revealed through fragments concerning vision with

the heart goes in the same direction. What is seen with “the eye of

the heart” is a light (nür), or more precisely several modalities of

light (√anwr) It is located at the center of the heart and is sometimes identified with Hiero-Intelligence (al-fiaql) which, in the heart

is like a lamp in the center of the house.” al-fiAql15 is the means of

vision with the heart and in this case it is a synonym of faith

(√ımn) but at the same time it is reality (˛aqıqah) and, as such,

constitutes the object of vision. It is known that the reality of fiaql is

identical to the √Imam e. Hiero-Intelligence or fiaql is the interior

or “hidden” √Imm e which the first thing created by Allh u –

the pre-existential eternal light of the √Imam e.”

Vision with the heart appears to be practiced by all the principal

schools of mystics – schools all tracing back to the original teachings of fiAlı e during the 26 years of the Kƒilafah when he taught

while others administered to the political/military/economic needs of

the nascent √ummah.

“The practice is based on techniques of concentration and recitation

of prayers that the masters claim to have received by oral transmission through chains of the initiated that trace back to fiAlı e, the

historical imams and those initaties of the schools granted permission (√idƒn) and license (√ijazh) to teach. The subject constitutes

one of the greatest secrets of the schools, and in written sources

there is typically the greatest discretion about anything that concerns the technical aspects of the practice, or else things are explained using language and expressions that only initiated disciples

are supposed to understand. There are, however, some allusions to

it, and although they are rare in the texts, they are sufficiently

telling to be helpful in our understanding. Among the masters of the

Nifimatullhi school, Muzaffar fiAlı Shh (d. 1215/1801), writes in

his Persian treatise entitled The Red Sulfur. “The real spiritual heart

is the place of manifestation of the Light of Allh and the Mirror of

the epiphanies of the Presence of the √Imm (mawl).” we are here

speaking of a subtle divine entity, an immaterial spiritual entity.”

15. al-fiAql ( )ﺍﻟـﻌـﻘـﻞcan be thought of as a mode of intelligence which arises when

the mind and the heart are working in perfect and complete harmony with

each other. This state of harmony arising from al-fiaql is the faculty for apprehending the divine, a faculty of metaphysical perception, a light in the

heart, through which one can discern and recognize signs from Allh u. The

term fiaql came to replace and expand the pre-Islamic concept of ˛ilm ( ﺣـــﻠـــﻢ)

"serene justice and self-control, dignity" in opposition to the negative notions

of ignorance (jahl) and stupidity (safah)



He writes, “And the physical form of this real heart is the carnal organ in the pineal shape located on the left side of the chest cavity,

and which is like a window that faces right to the subtle spiritual

entity like the vicar of this immaterial entity. Any abstract epiphany

that takes place in the spiritual heart is manifested in a form or a

concrete representation in the physical heart. The perfect form, the

representation of the perfect Epiphany…is the form of the Human.”

∑li˛ı a work by Nür fiAlı Shâh II (d. 1337/1918), another master of

the same brotherhood, also contains a numberof allusions such as

“The Light that is manifested in the heart is that of the √Imm, a

Light in the heart of the faithful believer, more brilliant than that of

the sun. In fact, there is no common measure, the Light of the

√Imm is the manifestation of the Light of Allh [or of Truth, ˛aqq]

and that of the sun is only darkness and dust. fiAlı e said (in Arabic

in the text), “To know me as Light is to know Allh and the knowledge of Allh is the knowledge of me as Light; he who knows me as

Light is a believer whose heart has been tested for faith by Allh.”

√Imm Jafifar b. Mu˛ammad aß-∑diq e, alluding to this, said,

“Our Cause is difficult; the only ones able to bear it are a Prophet

sent by Allh u, an angel brought Near (al-muqarabbın), and a

faithful believer whose heart has been tested by Allh u for faith.”

(al-Saffar al-Qummi, Bas√ir ad-Darajat, sec. 1, ch. 11)

To continue, “The Light of the heart is considered to be the interior

√Imm of the mystic; [as such] it is consciousness and vision of this

truly Hidden √Imm as well as obedience in his regard that guarantee progress on the spiritual path.

“This understanding leads to one of the greatest secrets of the heart

(asrra-l-qalbı) that the simple curious seldom can discover. Understanding depends on the unveiling of the heart from which only the

lords of these hearts can profit…The reason for the name ‘Holy’

√Imm e,” or the √Imamu-l-Gƒayb e (Hidden √Imm e) or other

appellations like “the Confidant of Souls” (anısa-n-nufüs) or “the

Sun of suns” (sƒamsu-sƒ-sƒumüs) is the shining of the Light of his

Love (nüru-l-walyat) in the heart of faithful believers (mu√minın).”

This truly holy Light does not belong to him alone. In the deep truth

(˛aqqiqah) all the √Imms f are, in fact, Divine Light sent down

for us creatures. “Grasp the true value of unveiling the secrets of the

hearts of the holy Friends and hide them from those who are not

worthy and remember who does not know the √Imm e surely dies

in ignorance.”



In other words it is not a matter of waiting for the Mahdı e to be

born or the Mahdı e to return but, rather, it is a matter of purification of the heart so what was always there may be known, but cannot

be known without the pure vision of the unknown which must manifest, but only the pure of heart may see that vision unless perchance

one is chosen without ever knowing why one has been chosen.

There are a number of common elements in the visionary experiences of Sunni and Sƒi√ah mystics: Light…and the fact that at a certain point of the experience the Light is manifested in a human

form, and that this form is identified, perceived, and experienced as

being the luminous form of the Master, and the fact that, thanks to

this Master of Light, the mystic attains Knowledge.

Vision with (or in) the heart might have been the spiritual practice

par excellence of early √Immism for the √◊√immah presented it as

being the condition of authentic worship and undoubtedly initiated

their closest disciples into it. Does not the consecrated expression

“the faithful believer whose heart has been tested by Allh u for

faith (al-mu√min √imtahana-llhu qalbahu li-l-√imn),” often used

by the √Imms f, not refer to the disciple who has passed the test

of initiation into the “technique” of vision with the heart? Is this not

because such a faithful servant has had the vision of the Light of the

√Imm and attained the source of Knowledge, that he is always

placed by the √Imms f on a level of equality with a Prophet e

(nabı mursal) sent by Allh u and an angel of Proximity (malak

muqarrab)? The practice probably entailed a particular kind of concentration and repetition of sacred phrases, but to ourknowledge

there is nothing in the early corpus on the subject of a required posture. What is seen in the heart are different modalities or colors of

the Light of hiero-intelligence or of the Imam, that is, the luminous

form of the √Imm, the Guide, the Teacher, the One who makes

Clear, the Supreme Symbol, the Sign, and the Proof par excellence,

the Manifestation of what can be manifested by Allh u.

We have seen the extremely reticent and critical position of the

√Imms f vis-à-vis exclusively speculative theology. It appears as

though according to the √Imms f proximity to, and the knowledge of, the divine plan do not happen by theological speculations,

methods of dialectical reasoning, or personal attempts at rationalization (kalm, qiys, ra√y, ijtihd), but through direct living experience, that interior experience of what can be seen and known of Allh u, that is to say, of His apparent manifestation, in the form of

the Hidden √Imm e.



It is through this experience, where love (al-walyah/ﺔ% % % % % % % % %  )ﻭﻻﯾfor the

Imm e plays a fundamental role, through which, according to the

√◊√immah, true faith is realized. A faith beyond assimilationism

(tasƒbıh) we do not speaking of Allh u as such but of His apparent manifestation) and agnosticism (ta√til) the knowledge of Allh

u dismissed in the name of an absolute apophatic theology).

Vision with the heart appears to be the means par excellence of

bringing about this experience: the vision of the √Imm of Light of

whom the ontological √Imm is the archetype and the historical

√Imm is the manifestation available to the senses. Thus, the initiatory practice, quite probably accompanied by prayers, with sacred

phrases, becomes an actualization, a repetition of the primordial

event of the pre-existential Initiation where the shadows of the

“pure beings” learned secret phrases from the luminous form of the

Hidden √Imam e and repeated them in his presence. The A√immah

f present their doctrine as being that of the Secret, enclosing wellguarded secrets: “Our doctrine is a secret contained within a secret,

a well-protected secret, a secret that is of advantage only to a secret,

a secret veiled by a secret.” “Our doctrine is hidden, sealed by the

pre-temporal Pact (fiahd/ﺪﺓ%ﻟﻌﻬ

% % )ﺍ. Allh u will make him who reveals

it, ignoble.” “Our doctrine is the Truth, the Truth of the Truth, it is

the exoteric and the esoteric and the esoteric of the esoteric; it is the

secret and the secret of the secret, a well-protected secret, hidden by

a secret.” As regards vision with the heart, undoubtedly one of the

greatest secrets of the teaching, one might think that the ontological

√Imam e is the contents of the Secret, contents seen in the secret of

the heart, and the historical √Imm e its container and he who initiates the faithful believer. Only the faithful believer, the beneficiary

of the Light of the Hidden √Imam e of his heart, is said to be able

to penetrate, for the same reason as a prophet or an archangel, the

secrets of the teaching: “Our teaching is arduous, very difficult; the

only ones who can stand it [var: “can add their faith to it”] are a

Prophet e sent from Allh u, an angel of Proximity, or a faithful

believer whose heart has been tested by Allh u for faith.”

According to our hypothesis, the technical ‘allusions’ to vision with

the heart in the early corpus of the A√immah (ﺔ% % % % % ﺎﻣ% % % % %  )ﺇﻣwould be the

earliest attestation of a spiritual practice in √Islm, practice which

would later be in widespread use among mystics in both Sunnism

and Sƒifiism, at the same time it demonstrates the experiential aspect

of the interiorized Hidden √Imm e who alone can make known the

Truth of the Time and put an end to one’s ignoarance (jahiliyyah).



What, in all of this we are trying to clarify, is that there are those

who are “waiting” for the √Imm al-Mahdi e who is yet to be born

or in the depths of seclusion, and those who are in contact with the

√Imm who is “hidden” within the purified heart who are directly in

contact with the √Imm and, indeed, are being taught by him e.

In a long ˛adıtƒ, Jafifar aß-∑diq e describes the circumstances of

the conception and birth of an √Imm (leader, protector, teacher) for

a group of his disciples who accompanied him on a pilgrimage to

Makkah. I will skip the part dealing with his e conception for that

is unique to the specificity of the particular √Imm but here we

speak of all those who partake of the secret of the spiritual birth in

the presence of the Hidden √Imm, the Teacher, the Guide etc.

…Once born, the child places his hands on the earth, for ‘he receives all the Science of Allh u come down from Heaven on

earth,’ and raises his head toward the sky, for from the interior of

the Throne and on behalf of the Lord of Magnificence, a Herald

calls him by name and by the name of his father (guide, teacher,

√imm), and this from the Supreme Horizon (al-fiufuq al-a√l) and

says: “You are my chosen one among my creatures, the place of my

Secret, the repository of my Science, my confidant in my Revelation, my vicar on my earth. I have reserved my Mercy, offered my

Paradise, and allowed my Proximity to you and to those who love

you with a holy love (li-man tawallka, i.e., all those who feel

walâya for you and believe in your walya, that is, the “true Sƒifiah”,16

and by my Glory and my Majesty I shall consume with my worst

punishments anyone who rises up as an enemy against you, even if

in the lower world I allow him to profit from an easy life (lit: “even

if I provide for him in this lower world which is Mine, the riches of

My provisions”).” Once the celestial Herald stops speaking, the

newborn √imm answers:

“Allh u has given this testimony, and with Him the angels and

those who are endowed with wisdom: there is no other god than He,

He who maintains justice, there is no other god than He, the powerful, the wise (Qur√n 3:18).” After this word, Allh u gives him

the “First Knowledge and the Last Knowledge” (al-fiilmu-l-awwal

wa al-fiilmu-l-√khir), and he [the new born √Imm] becomes worthy of the visit of the celestial entity ar-Ru˛u-l-Quds e (the Holy

Spirit/ )ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺡ ﺍﻟﻘﺪﺱduring the night of the Decree (laylatu-l-qadr)

16. The People of my Family are like Noah's Ark ; Whoever gets on board the

Ark is saved, Whoever does not get on board is carried off by the waves.

(The Prophet a)



In truth (al-haqqıqah/ﺔ%ﺣﻘﻴﻘ

% % % ) the √Imm-Proof existed before the creatures, he exists with them, and he will exist after them. The √Imm,

the Divine Guide e, in both his cosmic, ontological aspect and his

historical aspect, dominates and determines world vision. Here, religious conscience perceives creation through the ‘filter’ that the

√Imm e is, in a dizzying vision that goes from a cosmogonic preexistence to an eschatological superexistence. Without the √Imm

e, the universe would crumble, since he is the Proof, the Manifestation, and the Organ of Allh u, and he is the Means by which

human beings can attain, if not at the very least knowledge of Allh

u, at least what is knowable in and of Allh u. Without the Perfect Man, without a Sacred Guide, there is no access to the divine,

and the world of the seeker is engulfed in darkness.

As such the √Imm e is the Threshold through which Allh u and

the creatures communicate. He is thus a cosmic necessity, the key

and the center of the universal economy of the sacred: “The earth

cannot be devoid of an √imm; without him, it could not last an

hour.” If there were only two men left in the world, one of them

would be the √Imm.” The universal Order is maintained through

the presence of the divine Man: “It is because of us,” say the

A√immah, “that the heavens and the earth are maintained” it is because of them “that Allh u, keeps the sky from crashing into the

earth, and the earth from shaking those who dwell upon it.” Without

an √Imm, there is no religion but legalistic structure; without esotericism, exotericism loses its direction, its purpose, its goal, as well

as its meaning; without walyah (profoung love and solicitude) toward the √Imm e and barfia (enmity) toward his Enemy, no duty

or obligation in matters of worship can be approved by Allh u.

Let it be remembered that it is walya that as a term denotes the ontological-theological status of the √Imm e as well as faith in this

status that the A√immah f call “the Religion” (ad-dın), “the true

Religion” or “the Religion of Truth” (ad-dınu-l-˛aqq), or even “the

solid Religion” (ad-dınu-l-qayyim); the aspects mentioned previously are simply the components, the derivatives, the secondary applications of the walyah.

It might be said, in effect, that if without esotericism, exotericism

loses its meaning, then in just the same way without exotericism, esotericism has no ground in which to reside. It is when the “apparent” (∂ƒahir) is deepened that the hidden (btin) can be reached.



The ∂ƒahir thus constitutes the foundation and the indispensable

support of the btin.

From this point on, and by using the information presented throughout this study, we are able to distinguish at least three complementary and increasingly more “secret” levels in the Teaching attributed

to the √◊√immah f:

1. An exoteric level. This refers to the teaching of traditional disciplines (Qur√nic sciences and exoteric law/fiqh). With a few exceptions Sƒifiah teaching is identical to Sunni teaching. The references

to the words of the √◊√immah f in Sunni works and the presence

of their names in the chains of transmission of some of the more

“orthodox” works of ˛adıtƒ or of fiqh might be thought of as corresponding to this level of Teaching. Of course, all kinds of faithful

Sƒifiah and ∑unnis have had, and have, access to this level.

2. A level that might be referred to as mesoteric, a level for the

closest of the disciples which deals with cosmogony, the sacred history of the prophets and earlier √Imms f, as well as with the fight

that opposes them to their “enemies”, information about the divine

privileges of the √Imm e, his ontological status, his intiatory role,

his Qur√an and other secret Books, his miraculous powers, his soteriological and eschatological role, in short, Imamology and its basic

theoretical facts.

3. A strictly esoteric, very secret level, lavished upon an elite number of the particularly devoted disciples or seekers. We might distinguish between two different categories of information here. The

first is information whose secret nature is provisionary: information

about the number of √Imms and the identity of the Q√im e. The

second is information whose secret must be forever safe-guarded:

the date of the physical return of the √Imm e, or the occult sciences and spiritual teachings whose magical character leads into supernormal powers. We realize that the essential part of the doctrine

of the A√immah f does not address fiaql in the sense of “logical

reasoning,” but it supposes an investment, a total commitment of

this fiaql defined as the internal or Hidden √Imm e, (translated

elsewhere as “Hiero-Intelligence” or “intuition of the sacred.)

In fact, the fundamental traits of the Teaching, the cosmogonic details, the initiatory ideas, the esoteric and occult information, the eschatological details, are split up and scattered through various books

and chapters in books that most often have no evident logical

connection with them. A speech about prayer leads into an expose

on the World of Shadows, comments about the 313 Companions of

the Mahdı e are inserted in an exposé on divine Unicity.



Talks about political power may end with an off-hand description of

‘secret’ Books and the rolled Manuscripts of the √◊√immah f, and

so forth. The reason for this is not only the interdependence and interpenetration of ideas, all of which are connected, but also the esoteric process by which the doctrine is exposed in the form of a real

“puzzle,” which essentially appears to aim at two goals: first, safeguarding the secret of the Sacred Knowledge that by nature must be

difficult to access, since it cannot be passed on to those who are not

worthy; and second, putting to the test the perseverence of the faithful believer, who is thus invited to reconstitute the whole from its

many and “scattered” parts progressively, through the fiaql.

The doctrine of the √◊√immah f revolves around two central, “polarized” axes. The first is ‘vertical’ and may be characterized by the

two complementary poles or side by side shafts defined by pairs

such as: ∂ƒhir/btin (apparent/hidden or exoteric/esoteric), nabı/

walı (prophet/√imm), tanzıl/ta√wil (literal revelation/spiritual interpretation), Mu˛ammad a/fiAlı e (the first of whom represents lawgiving prophecy, the exoteric part of religion, while the second represents the √Immite mission that consists in unveiling the esoteric

part of the religion), √islm/√îmn (submission to exoteric religion/

initiation into esoteric religion), and so forth. This axis is by nature

‘vertical’, since the passage from exotericism to esotericism is done

in the sense of a progressive approach to the divine and an ever

greater knowledge of the secrets of the universe. The second axis is

‘horizontal’– being characterized by the two “opposite poles” that

are defined again by pairs like √imm/ fiaduwwu-l-imâm (√imm/enemy of the √imm),fiaql/jahl (Hiero-Intelligence/Ignorance), ashâbul-yamîn/ashbu-sƒ-sƒiml (People of the Right/People of the Left),

a√immatu-n-nür/a√immatu-∂ƒ-∂ƒalm (Guides of the Light/Guides

of the Darkness), walya/bar√a (Sacred Love of the A√immah/Sacred Hatred of their Enemies), and so on.

This second axis is '”horizontal”. since it determines the history of

humanity, a history marked by the opposition between the A√immah

(Divine Guides) and their faithful, on the one hand, and the ‘enemies’ of the A√immah and their political partisans on the other. In

other words, one might say that the ‘vertical’ axis is the axis of Initiation, running through all phases of creation from the initiation of

the shadows of the “pure beings” in the World of Particles, by the

pre-existential luminous entities of the A√immah f up to the universal initiation of the Mahdı e at the End of Time, passing through

the initiation of the disciples by the A√immah f of each religion.



Thus, the “vertical” axis begins at the beginning of creation and

ends with the End of Time, where the difference between exotericism and esotericism is annihilated, where through universal unveiling of the Secret through the offices of al-Mahdı e, that which is

apparent becomes hidden and the hidden becomes apparent.

The “horizontal” axis is that of the perpetual Combat: all the way

from the pre-existential and cosmic Combat between the Armies of

Hiero-Intelligence and those of Ignorance, to the final Battle of alMahdi e against the forces of Evil, passing through the battle that

has forever opposed the A√immah to their enemies. The horizontal

axis, with what the stakes are (the combat between the initiated and

the counterinitiated, between Light and Darkness), also runs

through all the phases of creation from pre-existence to the End of

Time; it stops at the End of Time, since after the definitive destruction of the Enemy by the al-Mahdi e, it will no longer have any

reason for its existence: the Adversary, the dominant and persecuting force throughout history, is finally conquered, obliterated, once

and for all. Any obstacle to full revelation of the Truth is gone.

Continual Initiation and Perpetual Combat are the two fundamental

constants of the “religion” of the A√immah f; by their nature and

movement, these two axes are inextricably and perpetually connected to one another. The faithful √Immite is invited to remain constantly at their point of intersection. Historically, then, at the beginnings of esotericism in √Islm we find an initiatory, mystical, and

occultist doctrine. Just as in other esoteric traditions, the process of

the spread of teachings obeys the rules of a complex game; without

ever having the appearance of being divulged or popularized, The

School of the √◊√immah f is always destined to be accessible to

an elite minority; its development has simultaneously both unveiled

and disguised the secret Science. Via allusive statements, technical

terms, and the tactic of dispersion, the Secret has remained hidden

except for those who are worthy of it. Many things have been said,

but it is reasonable to assume that, according to a rule inherent in all

esotericism, a fairly complete silence has been kept about many others; in this case, such is probably the case for details regarding the

“second and third levels of the Teaching” using our classification.

This idea is supported by the fact that ‘keeping the Secret’ (taqiyya/

kitmn) is elevated by the √◊√immah f to the level of being an article of faith and asacred obligation. “Nine tenths of the Religion

(that is, the religion of the √◊√immah f) consists in keeping the

Secret; whoever does not practice this has no Religion.”
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